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ABSTRACT
The aerospace industry is inevitably moving towards lighter, faster and more versatile 
aircraft, which has led to tighter manufacturing standards for both commercial and 
military aircraft. This has led to a wide use of automation for the manufacture of aircraft 
components.
In aircraft manufacture, the labour required for assembly procedures can account for as 
much as 50% of the total cost of the assembly; drilling and riveting account for a large 
fraction of that cost. One of the areas of highest value added is in the drilling and 
trimming of aircraft parts. It is not uncommon for a wing, horizontal stabiliser or engine 
strut to have hundreds, even thousands, of holes to be drilled prior to installing 
fasteners. The material used in the manufacture of an elevator is very expensive; 
therefore the mistakes can be costly. So, many manufacturers have identified drilling as 
a candidate for automation. In most cases a robot or robot like machine will be used for 
this application.
At present, the drilling of thousands of holes involves the frequent loading and 
unloading of drill guides and is done manually. This results in high labour costs. In this 
thesis, we will focus on the manufacture of elevators and investigate the possibilities of 
automating the drilling process associated with it. A simulation study was carried out to 
demonstrate the feasibility of robotic drilling. This study was carried out with the 
Interactive Graphic Robot Instruction Program software package.
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A significant number of holes (approximately 1500) have to be drilled for the 
manufacture of an elevator. The question there arises, in which order the holes should 
be drilled. This is addressed in the second part of this thesis, which is concerned with 
the optimisation of the drill path for the robot.
It could be concluded from the simulation and optimisation study that robotic drilling is 
a viable alternative to manual drilling. It was furthermore shown that such a system 
could be constructed out of standard components without the need for major 
investments in new jigs.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Carbon Fibres used in the Aircraft Industry
The aircraft industry is a major user of carbon fibre composite materials. Carbon fibre 
entered the aircraft industry as early as 1970 and replaced metallic materials and also 
supplemented various aircraft structural components. The aircraft structure is exposed to 
a range of environments and temperatures, for example oils, fuels, moisture, acids and 
hot gases and the excellent corrosion-resistance characteristics of carbon/epoxy 
composites are of great value under such conditions. The carbon fibre composite 
components are widely used in most types of aircraft -  military transport, jet fighters 
and civilian aircraft. The weight saving achieved in civil aircraft, e.g. a Boeing 777, 
through the use of composites, amounted to about 1000 kg over conventional metallic 
structure [20].
Carbon fibre is preferred over other standard materials like steel, aluminium or titanium 
alloys on account of its extraordinary strength-to-weight and stiffness-to- weight ratios. 
Table 1.1 shows the values of strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios for 
different materials.
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Carbon fibre also has a high strain-to-failure, increased fracture toughness, better impact 
tolerance, very long shelf life when stored at cryogenic temperatures, recyclability and 
repairability and short processing cycle time [19].
Material Strength/weight (MPa/kg m'3) Stiffness/weight (MPa/kgm'3)
Steel 0.25 27
Al alloys 0.20 26
Titanium alloys 0.20 25
AS4/PEEK 1.40 84
IM6/epoxy 2.20 128
Table l.L  Typical Strength-to-weight and Stiffness-to-weight Ratios for Materials IT 81
Some of the carbon fibre composite components are elevators, louvered door, landing 
gear doors, panels and floorings, toiletries and accessories dispenser, brakes, nozzles 
and other high temperature components.
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1.2 Overview of Carbon Fibres
Carbon fibre is made from one of life's basic elements - carbon. Carbon fibres are fine 
filaments, and fibre types range from amorphous carbon to crystalline graphite. Carbon 
fibres can be woven into mats, which can be pressed into 3-dimensional shapes and then 
plastic is added to form carbon fibre reinforced plastic.
The production processes for carbon polymer composites are wet lay-up, pre-preg 
(epoxy), pre-peg (thermoplastic), pultrusion, filament winding, diaphragm forming and 
injection moulding.
The main features of carbon fibre as a material for design and manufacture are:
• High tensile strength, approximately 15 times the strength of construction steels.
• High rigidity, up to 3 times the stiffness of steel.
These two features mean that carbon fibre is an excellent material for making high 
performance products. It is also an excellent material for design. The high strength-to- 
weight ratio, in combination with high rigidity offers superior design freedom [21].
The advantages of carbon fibre reinforced plastic are as follows:
• High strength and stiffness combined with lightness.
• Possibility of designing and manufacturing large, geometrically complex and highly 
integrated components to reduce the overall number of parts and joints.
• Resistance to mildew, ageing and sunlight.
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• It also possesses a number of inherent advantages, including low density, very good 
mechanical properties, excellent thermal conductivity, good chemical inertness and 
corrosion resistance.
• Low thermal expansion coefficients make them dimensionally stable over a wide 
range of temperatures.
The disadvantages of carbon fibre reinforced plastics are as follows:
• The major disadvantage of the carbon fibre reinforced plastics is machining. The 
reinforced fibre most widely used in aircraft structures is a carbon fibre produced by 
thermal decomposition of polyacrylonite (PAN). The thermal decomposition 
converts the PAN fibre to a pure fibre that is highly abrasive yet very strong. It is 
this abrasiveness that makes carbon fibre reinforced plastics difficult to machine.
• The other disadvantage of the carbon fibre composites is the anisotropic property i.e. 
the strength, stiffness and other properties depend on the orientation of the 
composite material. This can be a problem if the material is to be used in structures 
that place multidirectional forces on the structural members.
Carbon fibre is used in a diverse range of products, from yachts to high performance 
motor vehicles, sporting goods, aerospace, medical equipment (prostheses) and 
prototyping. Working with carbon fibre is a real challenge for the designer. The material 
is complex, with movable fibre orientation, and its performance parameters are not yet 
well understood in the general design community. As designers begin to understand 
carbon fibre, as material costs fall, and as more efficient process technologies are being 
developed, carbon fibre will become a major material used to produce a wide variety of 
products [21].
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1.3 Overview of Manufacture of an Elevator for a Boeing 111
An elevator of an aircraft, seen in figure 1.1, is defined as a horizontal, hinged control 
surface, usually attached to the trailing edge of the horizontal stabiliser. It is designed to 
apply a pitching moment to the aeroplane. A pitching moment is a torque tending to 
rotate the aeroplane about the lateral axis, that is “nose up” or “nose down”. The power 
developed by the engine, rather than the position of the elevators, determines the rate of 
climb of an aeroplane. The position of the elevator is important. However, it is also 
important to establish the most efficient rate of climb and to establish a good gliding 
angle when power is off. It is also most essential for proper control when “breaking the 
glide” and holding the aeroplane in the landing position [8]. Figure 1.2 shows the 
actions of an elevator.
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CONTROL MOVEO SACK
Figure 1.2, Action of Elevator [81
The dimension of a Boeing 111 elevator is 10.275 meters length and 1.775 meters in 
height. The elevator consists of 3 major parts: spar, skin and ribs. The skin and the spar 
are made up of carbon fibres. The leading edge spar is the load bearing point of an 
elevator. The manufacture of an elevator involves three stages: fabrication, assembly 
and finishing.
In the fabrication stage, the carbon fibre composite layers received by the manufacturer 
are kept in cold storage below -18° C. The carbon fibre composite is laid in several 
layers over the template until the required thickness is achieved. The fabrication of parts 
has to be done within 72 hours of removal of the material from cold storage. Using a 
laser beam, travelling around the edges of the template in order to make sure that the 
carbon fibre composites are laid in the correct position, constitutes a laser check. Then 
the laid templates are kept in a high pressure and high temperature oven overnight for 
curing. The material is then removed from the oven for several quality tests, mainly 
consisting of NDT (Non Destructive Test).
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In the assembly stage, the spar is fixed on the smaller jigs (bench top) for the drilling of 
holes and fixing of load bearing brackets. Then the spar is shifted to the main jig and 
held in position using load bearing brackets and vacuum cups. Fixing of the supporting 
brackets and ribs below the load bearing bracket is carried out. Thereafter the skin is 
temporarily fixed using fasteners. The horizontal and vertical drill guides are fixed over 
the skin in order to drill holes with a one shot drill. The skin is then removed to clean 
the burrs and dust. A quality check is done in order to ensure that the holes are in the 
correct position and finally permanent fixing of the skin is achieved with rivets.
In the finishing stage, the elevator goes from the final assembly jig to the paint shop for 
painting. Later the skin is packed and made ready for despatch.
1.4 Automation of the Drilling Process
The labour required for assembly procedures can account for as much as 50% of the 
total cost of the assembly; drilling and riveting account for a large proportion of that 
cost. In order to overcome the high cost, automation of the drilling process, for example 
by utilising a robot, is being considered.
The advantages of robotic drilling over manual drilling in the manufacture of an 
elevator are:
• Reduction of overall cost in manufacture of the elevator.
• Elimination of frequent loading and unloading of guide bars for drilling.
• Reduction of the cycle time for drilling holes.
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Possibility of improving the productivity.
The disadvantages of robotic drilling over manual drilling in the manufacture of an 
elevator are:
• Continuous monitoring of the robot drilling is necessary in order to ensure that the 
drilling process is carried out correctly.
• Introduction of new technology to the existing manufacturing process might cause 
problems for management.
1.5 Thesis Objectives
The main objective of this research is to investigate the possibilities of automating the 
manual drilling process for the manufacture of a Boeing 111 elevator using the existing 
jig. Robot simulation software will be used to evaluate the different options.
1150 holes have to be drilled for the attachment of the skin to an elevator. The question 
then arises in what order the robot has to travel along the skin to drill these holes. This 
thesis also investigates how the order of drilling the holes could be optimised.
Furthermore the simulation and optimisation results will be verified with an 
experimental set-up set in the Manufacturing Research Laboratory at the University of 
Wollongong.
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1.6 Outline of Thesis
First an overview of the various machining technologies for carbon fibres and different 
types of drill bits for drilling carbon fibres is discussed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we 
will discuss the simulation study of robotic drilling for the existing jig. In Chapter 4 we 
will discuss the optimisation of the robot drill path for the existing jig. A description of 
the experimental set-up and the experiments is given in Chapter 5. Finally in Chapter 6 
we will discuss the conclusions of this thesis and outline some recommendations for 
future research.
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CHAPTER 2
Machining Technology for Carbon Fibres
2.1 Overview of Machining Technoloev
Machining is a manufacturing process in which a cutting tool is used to remove excess 
material from a work piece so that the remaining material is of the desired shape. To 
perform the machining operation, relative motion between the tool and the object is 
required. This relative motion is achieved by means of a primary motion called ‘speed’ 
and a secondary motion called feed. The shape of the tool and its penetration into the 
work surface, combined with these motions, produce the desired shape of the resulting 
work surface [6]. Figure 2.1 shows the classifications of the various machining 
operations that can be done on composite materials.
Reasons why machining is important commercially and technologically include the 
following [6]:
• Machining can be applied to a wide variety of work materials. Virtually all solid 
metals can be machined. Plastics and plastic composites can also be machined. 
Ceramics pose difficulties because of their high hardness and brittleness; however 
most ceramics can be successfully cut by abrasive machining processes.
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• Machining can be used to generate any regular geometry, such as flat planes, round 
holes and cylinders. By combining several machining operations in sequence, 
shapes of almost unlimited complexity and variety can be produced.
• Machining can produce dimensions to very close tolerances of less than 0.5 jam. this 
is more accurate than most other manufacturing processes.
• Machining is capable of creating very smooth surface finishes of better than 0.4 pm. 
some abrasive processes can achieve even better finishes.
• Machining can be computer controlled and automated -  a result of the recent 
“revolution” in modem computer based manufacturing.
Because of these characteristics, machining is generally performed after other 
manufacturing processes, such as casting or bulk deformation (for example forging and 
bar drawing). The other processes create the general shape of the part, and machining 
provides the final geometry, dimensions and finish.
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Figure 2. L Classification of various Machining Processes for Composite Materials [41
2.2 Overview of Machining Operations for Carbon Fibres
The machining operations that can be carried out on carbon fibres are drilling, sawing, 
and edge trimming. Some non-conventional machining techniques like water-jet 
machining, laser machining, electrical-discharge machining, electrochemical machining 
and ultrasonic machining can also be carried out on carbon fibres.
Sawing
Sawing is a chip generating process used to part the work-piece. This action is 
accomplished by a series of single-point, equally spaced cutters passing through a work­
piece. With this method, fibre reorientation may be introduced near the cut. Common 
band saws, hand held hacksaws, circular saws and cutting disks are used. The blades 
and disks are generally diamond coated for long life.
Edge Trimming
The edge trimming process is carried out on all composite components after de­
moulding. The way in which edge trimming is done depends completely on the lay up 
of the composite materials.
Water-iet Machining
In this method, the high velocity stream of water is used for cutting. The water-jet 
system consists of a filter device, a high-pressure pump, an orifice and a catching 
device. The water pressure generated by the pump may be up to 400 MPa but the flow 
rates are generally in the range of 4 to 8 litres per minute. The orifice diameter is in the 
range of 0.8 to 8 mm. The principle of water-jet machining is described in figure 2.2. 
The advantages of water-jet machining are high cutting speed, good surface finish, no 
heat generation. Also the material removed from the work-piece is non-hazardous as it 
is carried away by the water.
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The major disadvantage of water-jet machining is that the cuts are tapered and that the 
laminates may absorb some water.
Abrasive particles
Waterjet
Mixing nozzle 
Abrasive waterjet
Figure 2.2. Water-jet Machining i l 31
Laser Machining
In this method, a concentrated monochromatic raw light beam, which for composites is 
usually supplied by a carbon dioxide (C 02) laser, is focussed on a spot size of 0.1 to 1 
mm. The intense heat generated by the beam removes the material through melting, 
chemical degradation and vaporisation. Figure 2.3 shows the schematic of laser 
machining. The advantages of laser machining are that there are no mechanical forces, 
which means de-lamination will not occur. Laser machining can produce cuts as narrow 
as 0.8 mm. It can also reach inaccessible locations, which cannot be done by other 
conventional or non-conventional methods. The cut tolerance for laser machining is 
±0.5 mm. The major disadvantages of laser machining are the thermal damage incurred,
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possible tapering of holes, high equipment cost and high intensity of light (safety 
hazard) and fumes, which cause potential health hazards.
Figure 2.3, Schematic of Laser Machining f!31 
Electro-discharge Machining
In electrical-discharge machining, the removal of the material from the work-piece is 
achieved by the erosive action of a controlled electrical spark to produce holes, slots and 
cavities. Both the work-piece and the tool are immersed in a dielectric liquid and 
connected to a power source as shown in figure 2.4. There is no direct contact between 
the tool (i.e. the electrode) and the work-piece and no physical force is exerted. The rate 
at which the material is removed is influenced by the electrical conductivity of the 
work-piece and not by its material hardness. Using this method, accuracy of ± 0.025 to 
± 0.127 mm can be achieved. With special care an accuracy of ± .0007 mm may be 
obtained when drilling small sized holes. This machining is a slow process and the 
limitations of this process are:
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• Parts should be designed so that the required electrodes can be shaped properly and 
economically.
• Deep slots and narrow openings should be avoided.
• For economic production, the surface finish specified should not be too fine.
Automatic
Figure 2.4, Electrical-Discharge Machining System 171 
Electrochemical Machining
In electrochemical machining, the material is removed from the work-piece, which is 
immersed in an electrolyte (i.e. chemical solution) and placed between an anode and a 
cathode. The tool controls the material removal. The tool is not in contact with the 
work-piece. The material is removed in the form of atom sized particles instead of 
chips. This process works on the same principal as electroplating; the material removed 
from the work-piece would normally be plated on the tool. To prevent the material from
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being deposited on the tool, the electrolyte is continuously circulated through the space 
between the tool and the work-piece. Figure 2.5 shows the schematic sketch of 
electrochemical machining.
d -c  electrical 
current (negative)
Moving ram 
"to feed cathode
Electrolyte supply
Workpiece (B) 
' (anode)
m
d-c electrical 
current (positive)
Figure 2.5. Electrochemical Machining 171
Ultrasonic Machining
Ultrasonic machining is the process of removing the material by the action of ultrasonic 
vibration of a male tool which together with the work-piece, is immersed in a slurry 
containing abrasive particles as shown in the figure 2.6. This oscillates at about 20,000 
cycles per second and the accuracy is in the order of ±0.25 mm. The main application is 
for the production of shallow, irregular cavities and for machining fragile products.
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Power
source
Figure 2.6, Ultrasonic Machining System 171
2.3 Drilling and Related Operations
Drilling is a major material removal process for the production of holes in components. 
Drilling contrasts with boring, which can only be used to enlarge an existing hole. The 
drilling operation is usually performed with a rotating cylindrical tool that has two 
cutting edges on its working end. The tool is called a drill or drill bit. The rotating drill 
feeds into the stationary work piece to form a hole whose diameter is determined by the 
drill diameter.
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The different types of drill bits are spade drills, drills with carbide inserts, shot drills and 
twist drills. The twist drill is the most common cutting tool for drilling holes with 
diameters from 0.25 to 50 mm and it is most commonly made of high-speed steel in one 
piece.
The operations that could follow drilling include reaming, tapping, counter-boring, 
countersinking, and spot facing. The tools for the above operations are illustrated in 
figure 2.7.
AH Tools Rotate and Fee d  Downward
Figure 2.7, Tools for Drilling and Allied Operations Ì51
Spade Prills
Spade drills are widely used for making holes one inch or larger in diameter at low 
speed / high feeds. Although the work piece usually has an existing hole, the spade drill 
can drill deep holes in solids or stacked materials. The drills are less expensive because 
the long supporting bar can be made of ordinary steel. The drill point can be ground 
with a minimum chisel point. The main body can be provided with a central hole 
through which a fluid can be circulated to aid in cooling and in chip removal. The 
cutting blade is easier to sharpen. Figure 2.8 shows a spade drill which is often used to
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machine a shallow locating cone for a subsequent smaller drill and at the same time to 
provide a small bevel around the hole to facilitate later tapping or assembly operations. 
Such a bevel also frequently eliminates the need for de-burring. This practice is 
particularly useful on mass production and numerically controlled machines.
Figure 2,8, Spade Drill T261
Carbide Tipped Drill
The carbide tipped drills and drills with indexable inserts are also available with one 
piece and two piece inserts for drilling shallow holes in solid work pieces. Indexable 
insert drills can produce a hole four times faster than a spade drill because they run at 
high speed / low feeds and involve really more of a boring operation than a drilling 
process.
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O n e Shot D rill
The true name of the one shot drill tool is the “tapered drill reamer” but since it carries 
out both drilling and reaming operations in one operation, it is often referred to as a 
“one shot drill”. This drill was developed by the aircraft manufacturers for drilling the 
holes in carbon fibre reinforced plastic, (see Appendix 7 for detailed specifications).
Figure 2.9 shows the geometry of the one shot drill. The one shot drill is made of carbon 
carbide and has four straight flutes and two distinct cutting angles. The end point of the 
drill, which has a cutting angle of 118°, is approximately half of the tool diameter.
If the tool were of 10 mm in diameter, then the point would be 5 mm in diameter. The 
taper from the end points, which is 8 to 9 degrees each side, enlarges the hole from the 
5-mm point diameter to the 10-mm finished diameter. The 10-mm diameter will then 
put the reamer part of the tool to work in order to clean and smooth the hole to the 
finished size.
The small diameter point and 8-9 degree taper is required when drilling graphite and 
composite materials. On the other hand if a standard twist drill is used, splitting or 
nicking of the material occurs when the drill point comes through. This is not accepted 
in the aircraft manufacturing industries. The taper drill reamer punches through and then 
the taper goes through to clean up the splits and nicks to give a clean hole on both sides. 
Then the reamer portion cleans and smoothes the inside of the hole.
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Figure 2,9, One Shot Drill [271
Twist Drill
The main features of the twist drill are the point angle, lip-relief angle, chisel-edge 
angle and helix angle. The geometry of the drill tip is such that the normal rake angle 
and velocity of the cutting edge vary with the distance from the centre of the drill. In
Rake Face Dead
Figure 2.10. Geometry of a Twist Drill \5]
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general, two spiral grooves (flutes) run the length of the drill and the chips produced are 
guided upward through these grooves. The grooves also serve as passageways to enable 
the cutting fluid to reach the cutting edges. Figure 2.10 shows the geometry of a twist 
drill. Some drills have internal longitudinal holes through which the cutting fluids are 
forced thus improving the lubrication and cooling as well as washing away the chips.
Counter boring, Counter sinking and Spot facing
Drilling is often followed by counter boring, counter sinking or spot facing. They are 
usually done with a special tool having three to six cutting edges.
Counter boring provides an enlarged cylindrical hole with a flat bottom so that a bolt 
head, or a nut, will have a smooth bearing surface that is normal to the axis of the hole. 
The depth of the hole will be sufficient so that the entire bolt head or a nut will be below 
the surface of the part. The pilot on the end of the tool fits into the drilled holes and 
helps to ensure concentricity with the original hole. Two or more diameters can be 
produced in a single counter boring operation. Counter boring can also be done with a 
single point tool, although this method is normally used on large holes and essentially is 
a boring operation.
Counter sinking makes a bevelled section at the end of a drilled hole to provide a proper 
seat for a flat head screw or rivet. The most common angles for counter sinking are 60°, 
82° and 90°. Counter sinking tools are similar to counter boring tools except that the 
cutting edges are elements of a cone and they usually do not have a pilot because the 
bevel of the tool causes them to be self centring.
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Spot facing is done to provide a smooth bearing area on an otherwise rough surface at 
the opening of a hole and normal to its axis. Spot faces are somewhat easier and more 
economical to produce than counter bores. They are usually made with multi-edged 
end-cutting tool that does not have a pilot.
Reaming
Reaming removes a small amount of material from the surface of holes. This is done for 
two purposes: to bring holes to a more exact size and to improve the finish of an 
existing hole. Multi-edge cutting tools are used. No special machines are built for 
reaming.
The same machine that was employed for drilling holes can be used for reaming by 
changing the cutting tool. In order to achieve proper results only a minimum amount of 
material should be left for removal by reaming. As little as 0.127 pm is desirable and in 
no case should the amount exceed 0.381 pm. A properly reamed hole will be within 
0.0254 pm of the correct size and have a fine finish.
Tapping
Taps are normally used to thread holes. A tap has a shank and a round body with several 
radially placed chasers. Taps are made in many sizes and shapes to satisfy a number of 
purposes and made to cut different forms of threads. Small taps are solid while large 
taps are solid or adjustable. They may be operated by hand, lathes, turret lathes and on 
drill presses. Some machines called tapping machines are basically drill presses
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equipped with tap holders, reversing mechanisms, load screws etc to enhance their 
tapping ability. They may have one or more spindles.
2.4 Existing Assembly Operating Procedures for Boeing 111 Elevator
The operations that are involved in the assembly of the elevator are outlined below. The 
assembly procedure of the Elevator can be divided into three categories:
• Setting up of the jig
• Manufacturing of the elevator
• Finishing and despatching
Setting up of the Jig
The assembly jig is cleaned of foreign matter, dust and swarf. The fitting locators are 
located in their correct positions on the assembly jig and three height adjustable trailing 
edges are set to the correct height.
Manufacturing of the Elevator
The spar assembly is removed from the spar assembly jig and assembled in the 
assembly jig. Vacuum chucks are used to hold the weight of the spar. Using a overhead 
gantry system with slings, the skin is lifted from the storage area and placed over the 
height adjustable trailing edge. The skin is then clamped along the spar flange using C- 
clamps. Approximately 15 clamps are used.
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The drill bars are placed along the skin and the drilling of holes using the one shot drill 
bit carried out. The dust particles are then removed from the holes using a vacuum 
cleaner. The drill bars are then removed and the skin is removed to clean the holes in 
order to remove the burrs on both sides of the skin. The skin is then placed back into 
position and countersinking of the holes is carried out. Finally riveting of the holes to 
the spar and ribs is carried out. The same procedure is followed for the other side of the 
spar.
Finishing and Despatching
The assembled elevator is then removed and taken to the paint shop. There the elevator 
is painted and is made ready for shipment.
The tasks involved in the manual drilling system pose the following disadvantages:
• Frequent loading and unloading of drill bars.
• The monotonous nature of the job and a hostile working environment (e.g. noise, 
dirt, dust and vibration).
• Highly skilled labourers are required, and there is difficulty in recruitment and high 
training costs.
• Low production rate.
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2.5 Automation of the Drilling Process
Automation is defined as the process of following a predetermined sequence of 
operations with little or no human labour, using specialised equipment and devices that 
perform and control the manufacturing processes.
The aircraft manufacturing industry is moving towards versatile, lighter and faster 
aircraft. The manufacturing standards for both commercial and military aircraft are very 
high. The labour required for the assembly procedure accounts for as much as 50% of 
the total cost of the assembly; drilling and riveting accounts for a large fraction of 
manufacturing costs. Therefore, several aircraft and component manufacturers like 
Airbus United Kingdom have identified robotic drilling as a possibility for automation.
The main objectives of automation are:
• To reduce the labour cost involved in the manufacturing of the parts.
• To increase productivity.
• To eliminate jigs and fixtures required for locating and drilling holes.
• To raise the level of safety for personnel especially under hazardous working 
condition.
• To improve quality.
• To economise on floor space.
Two approaches that can be employed to automate the drilling process of the Boeing 
777 elevator are:
• Designing a new type of flexible jig with a specially designed drilling machine. 
Such a system could cater for a variety of elevators.
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• Modifying the existing jig and using standard off the shelf components
Modifying the existing jig is considered in this thesis. Designing a new type of flexible 
jig would require major investment and development time. Modification was seen as an 
economically viable option at this moment, which could lead to valuable insights for 
design of a new generation of flexible jigs at a later stage.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter various cutting operations, drill bits for carbon fibre composites and the 
need for automation were discussed. It was found that the standard twist drill bit is used 
on composite materials but splitting or nicking of the material, which is not acceptable 
in the aircraft industry, is seen at the extremity / edge of the holes. Therefore a special 
type drill bit called a “one shot drill” is used for drilling and reaming composite 
materials to the finished size of the hole in one action. Furthermore the approach taken 
for automation using the existing jig with an off the shelf robot was explained.
In the following chapter, we will discuss how the existing jig could be used for robotic 
drilling. We will also present a simulation study to demonstrate the viability of the 
concept.
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CHAPTER 3
Simulation of Robotic Drilling for an Existing Jig
3.1 Introduction
As mentioned in the Introduction, possibilities for automation of the manual drilling 
process will be investigated in this thesis. A simulation study can indicate the viability 
of the different approaches to automation. This chapter gives an overview of the 
simulation study carried out and summarises its results. We will also discuss the 
existing jig, evolution of simulation packages and approaches for automation in detail.
3.2 Overview of an Existing Jig for the Elevator
Figure 3.1 shows the existing jig used in the manufacture of an elevator of a Boeing 
777. The Jig is 11.5 meters in length, 2.4 meters in width and 4.9 meters in height. The 
drilling operation carried out on this jig is performed manually. The jig is expensive and 
major modifications to the existing jig cannot be carried out because of the restrictions 
on manufacturing procedures. In order to replace the manual drilling operation by an 
automated system, a standard robot is suggested. The robot is easily available and does 
not incur significant development cost for automation.
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ABB manufactures a range of robots that can be equipped with the S-4 controller. The 
only difference between the robots is their mechanical construction. This means that 
tests carried out on an ABB robot with S-4 controller can be scaled up or down by using 
a different robot model depending on the application.
Figure 3. L Existing Jig for the Elevator of Boeing 111
The model available in the laboratory is an IRB 1400, the smallest type of robot with an 
S-4 controller. Experiments can be carried out on a reduced scale with this robot to 
assess the feasibility of automation. A larger robot could then be used for the actual 
manufacturing operation.
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It was therefore decided to limit this simulation study to the ABB family of robots 
controlled by S-4 controllers. Even the largest model of S-4 controlled robots is too 
small in size for reaching along the entire jig. It is therefore proposed to mount the robot 
on a track to move it along the jig. The robot can be clamped into position in different 
locations to achieve the necessary accuracy. The elevator is therefore divided into 
different sections corresponding to the positions where the robot is being clamped. The 
size of the robot can then be used to determine the necessary size of each section. 
Figure 3.2 and figure 3.3 shows the work envelope area of the ABB IRB 4400 and 
ABB IRB 6400 robots. A comparison of the robots is shown in table 3.1. The 
specifications of the IRB 1400 are also included.
IRB 4400
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Figure 3,2. Working Range for ABB IRB 4400 1151
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From the comparison chart (Table 3.1) and the work envelope of the robots, it was 
found that the height determines the size of the robot, which indicates that an ABB IRB 
4400 robot is large enough for the operation. This robot results in six sections in the 
horizontal direction. The ABB IRB 6400 robot could also be used and is recommended 
if the tool for the drilling process has high reacting force or weight. At the moment we 
will be simulating the set-up with the ABB IRB 4400 robot as it is expected that an end 
effector with low reacting forces will be employed.
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COMPARISON CHART OF IRB -  6400/4400/1400
TECHNICAL DATA IRB -6 4 0 0 IR B -4 4 0 0 IRB -1 4 0 0
Specification R H R H R H
(a) 6400R/3.0-100 3.0m 100kg (a) IRB 4400/45 1.96m 45kg (a) IRB 1400 1.44m 5kg
(b) 6400R/2.5-120 2.5m 120kg (b) IRB4400F/45 1.96m 45kg (b) IRB 1400H 1.28m 5kg
(c) 6400R/2.5-150 2.5m 150kg (c) IRB4400/60 1.96m 60kg
(d) 6400R/2.8-150 2.8m 150kg (d) IRB4400F/60 1.96m 60kg
(e) 6400R/2.5-200 2.5m 200kg (e) IRB4400L/10 2.55m 10kg
(f) 6400R/2.8-200 2.8m 200kg (f) IRB4400L/30 2.43m 30kg
(g) 6400S/2.9-120 2.9m 120kg (g) IRB4400FL/30 2.43m 30kg
(h) 6400PE 2.25m 5000N (h) IRB440FS 2.74m 30kg
Supplementary Load (a),(b),(c),(d),(e),(f) - 50 -  320kg On axis 3 = 0 -  5 kg On axis 3 = 10 kg
others - 35 -  320kg On axis 1 = 35 kg On axis 1 = 19 kg
No o f axes
Robot manipulator 6 6 6
External devices 6 6 6
Position Repeatability (b)and(c) - ± 1.0mm 0.07 - 0.1 mm 0.05 mm
others - ± 1.5mm
Path Repeatability at 1 m/s (b)and(c) - ± 1.0mm 0.3 - 0.4 mm 0.14 - 0.25 mm
others - ± 1.5mm
Weight
Robot manipulator 6400PE - 1600 kg 940 - 1010 kg 225 kg
others - 2060 -  2390 kg
Robot controller 240 kg 240 kg 240 kg
Table 3.1, Comparison Chart for ABB Robots
R Reach, H -----Handling capacity
3.3 Evolution of Simulation Packages
Much time is taken up by programming robots to perform certain operations. Problems 
often arise when the robot cannot meet the requirements of a task due to physical 
constraints. The process then requires a re-evaluation of the robot and / or the developed 
software. This causes unnecessary downtime and could lead to significant expenses.
To prevent this downtime and expense, computer software has been developed to 
simulate a robot’s capabilities for given tasks. A manufacturer can save time and money 
by choosing the correct robot and ensuring that it can perform a given task in a 
simulation, rather than purchase and commission a robot only to find that it is unsuitable 
for the intended application. Virtual robotics simulations offer a method of modelling 
the capabilities of a product without having to implement the product and proceed with 
trial and error programming procedures.
Perhaps one of the most significant advantages of a virtual robotics simulation is the 
reduction in set-up time. Problems that arise such as clearance or failure to reach points 
can be found by the software. These problems can be identified and solved even before 
the robot is selected or installed.
In general a robotic simulation package has the following capabilities:
• To construct the virtual environment.
• To verify the automation concept.
• To create off-line programs that can be downloaded into the controller.
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The two most widely used robot simulation software packages, Interactive Graphics 
Robot Instruction Program (IGRIP) and Workspace-4, were considered. Both the 
packages have an in-built robot library, calculation of cycle time facilities, 3D solid 
modelling, off-line programming applications and graphical representation of results. 
Table 3.2 shows the main differences between IGRIP and the Workspace 4 software 
packages [28].
Technical specifications IGRIP Workspace -  4
Import and Export of CAD 
Data’s
CATIA or Unigraphics data 
within IGRIP, Other direct 
CAD interfaces are IDEAS, 
PRO/ENGINEER and 
CADDS5. Neutral 
translators include IGES, 
DXF, DWG, VDA, DES, 
STL and STEP
DXF and IGES
Eliminate Damage and 
Reduce Risk
Standard collision detection 
is available.
Automatic path planner for 
creating collision-free 
robotic motion trajectories.
Standard collision detection 
is available
Applications Spot welding, Arc welding, 
Painting, Assembly, 
Bending, Ergonomics, 
Finishing.
Spot welding, Arc welding, 
Painting, Material handling, 
Sealant, Laser cutting, Water 
Jet and Deburring.
Table 3.2. Comparison of IGRIP and Workspace 4
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IGRIP was selected for the simulation study as it had input and output facilities for 
CATIA, which is widely used by Boeing.
3.4 Overview of Interactive Graphic Robot Instruction Program
The Interactive Graphic Robot Instruction Program (IGRIP) is an interactive, 3D- 
graphic simulation tool for design, evaluation and analysis. Any manufacturing process 
may be constructed, programmed and analysed for cycle time, collisions and motion 
constraints.
IGRIP is divided into three primary systems: the IGRIP Menu System, Graphic 
Simulation Language (GSL), and Command Line Interpreter (CLI). Advanced 
functionality is available through the use of the Shared Library.
Menu system:
There are ten major components in the IGRIP Menu system. They are:
CAD Features for creating a three dimensional visual representation of parts.
DEVICE It is the context for creating Devices using Parts, which originated in the 
CAD system. The devices can either have kinematics or not have 
kinematics.
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LAYOUT It is used to assemble the Devices, create and manipulate Tag Points and 
Paths, calibrating functions to adjust Paths.
MOTION Functions used to test, optimise and run the Workcell.
PROG It is employed to generate programs using on-screen menus to script the 
syntax automatically into Device’s programs. It also contains the 
translator function used to create robot programs like ARLA and RAPID.
ARC It is a default application context. The other possible applications are 
Assembly, Bending, Ergonomics, Finishing, Painting and Spot Welding.
DRAW It is a two dimensional CAD World with the ability to import and export 
data and to create geometry that can be exported and extruded into three 
dimensional objects.
USER Customises the IGRIP menu system by allowing for custom defined 
menu buttons and macros.
ANALYSIS Assists in identifying various items in the CAD world, as well as 
determining the distances and angles between them.
SYS System provides the ability to define system attributes e.g. world view 
(lights, grid, floor, background colour, and button colours) and files 
(creating directories, printing and configuration file management)
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Graphic Simulation Language is a procedural language, which can be used to control 
the behaviour of Devices in the Workcell.
Command Line Interpreter
The Command Line Interpreter is a communication, command and control system for 
accessing and operating IGRIP. It is accessible both from inside and outside the IGRIP 
menu system.
Shared Library
The Shared Library is an open architecture environment that allows advanced users to 
extend or customise IGRIP with custom interfaces, communicate with external 
processes in real time, create vertical applications and link proprietary algorithms 
directly into the motion pipeline.
G ra p h ic  Sim ulation L a n gu a ge
3.5 Implementation aspects
3.5.1 Calibration
The term “robot calibration” refers to the process of identifying and correcting the 
differences between off-line programming simulations and the actual robot work cell. 
The robot calibration can be considered in two types of situations and three levels of 
calibration for a robot device. The situations are:
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• Robot Device to Work Cell Part Calibration.
• Robotic Device to Robotic Device Calibration.
The levels of calibration for robotic devices are:
• Joint Level Calibration.
• Kinematics Model Calibration.
• Dynamic Model Calibration.
The joint level calibration and kinematics model calibration refer to the identification of 
the robot rigid body kinematic parameters, while dynamic calibration refers to the 
identification of effective inertia matrices of the robot links. Dynamic calibration does 
not affect the positional accuracy of the robot but affects the path variation during robot 
motion.
Steps in Calibration
The steps involved in the calibration for off-line programming of a robot workcell are:
• Modelling.
• Measurement.
• Identification.
• Correction.
Modelling refers to the choice of a functional relationship between the robot work cell 
parameters and the resulting robot positions. In the second step of calibration, the 
physical data is collected from measurements of the robot work cell. The mathematical 
process of using the data collected to identify the coefficients of the model is the third
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step. The fourth step of correction is modifying the simulated work cell to reflect the 
parameters identified during the calibration.
3.5.2 Tool Data
Tool Data is used to describe the characteristics of a tool, for example a welding gun or 
a gripper. If a tool is fixed in space, i.e. a stationary tool, common tool data is defined 
for this tool and the gripper holding the work object.
The Tool data affects the robot movements in the following ways:
• The tool centre point (TCP) refers to a point that will satisfy the specified path and 
velocity performances. If the tool is reoriented or if co-ordinated external axes are 
used, only this point will follow the desired path at the programmed velocity.
• If  a stationary tool is used, the programmed speed and path will relate to the work 
object.
• Programmed positions refer to the position of the current TCP and the orientation in 
relation to the tool co-ordinate system. This means that if, for example, a tool is 
replaced because it is damaged, the old program can still be used as long as the tool 
co-ordinate system is redefined.
When incorrect tool data is specified, it can often lead to the following consequences:
1. If  the value of the specified load is greater than that of the true load;
• The robot will not be used to its maximum capacity.
• Path accuracy will be impaired including a risk of overshooting.
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2. If the value of the specified load is less than the value of the true load, the following 
may occur;
• Impaired path accuracy including a risk of overshooting.
• Risk of overloading the mechanical structure.
3.5.3 Coordinate Systems
The position of the robot and its movements are always related to the TCP (Tool Centre 
Point). This point is defined as the tip of the tool. There can be several TCPs but only 
one may be active at any one time. The TCP position can be specified in different co­
ordinate systems to facilitate programming and readjustment of programs.
The coordinate system defined depends on what the robot has to do. When no 
coordinate system is defined, the robot’s positions are defined in the base coordinate 
system. Figure 3.4, shows the different types of robot coordinate systems used.
Base Coordinate System
The base coordinate system is located on the base of the robot. The origin of the axis is 
situated at the intersection of the first axis and the base of the robot, the x-axis points 
forward, y-axis points to the left of the robot and the z-axis points upwards.
World Coordinate System
The world coordinate system will coincide with the base coordinate system if it is not 
specifically defined.
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User Coordinate System
The user coordinate system specifies the position of a fixture or work-piece 
manipulator. The robot can work with different fixtures having different positions and 
orientations. A user coordinate system can be defined for each fixture. The user 
coordinate system is defined based on the world coordinate system.
Object Coordinate System
The object coordinate system specifies how a work-piece is positioned in a fixture or 
work-piece manipulator. This coordinate system is also very well suited for off-line 
programming since the position specified can usually be taken directly from a drawing 
of the work object.
Tool Coordinate System
The tool coordinate system specifies the tool’s centre point and orientation of the tool. It 
is defined based on the wrist coordinate system. If a tool is damaged or replaced, the 
tool coordinate system has to be redefined. The program does not normally have to be 
changed.
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Figure 3.4, Coordinate Systems [171
3.5.4 Introduction to GSL Program ming
The Graphic Simulation Language (GSL) is a programming language developed by 
Deneb Robotics Inc. for use in graphic simulations. It is a structured, Pascal-like 
procedural language. Like Pascal, the program is written using many of the same terms 
that would be used to state the solution to the original problem. GSL is used to program 
the actions and behaviour of individual devices in a simulation.
The general GSL format is non case sensitive and has an almost free format. Multiple 
statements can be entered in one line. One statement can wrap down to one or more 
lines. If a statement is wrapping to the next line but still in the middle of an expression, 
a back slash (\) is required as the last character in the line.
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A GSL program consists of:
• A Program declaration statement.
• Declaration sections.
• Sub programs sections.
• The main body of the program.
A GSL program always starts with the program declaration. The statement block with 
BEGIN and END is the main body of the program. In the syntax, which follows, 
progname is the user-defined identifier, which specifies the name of the program. This 
identifier cannot be used for any other purpose in the program.
The program below named “Demo-1” is a simple simulation program written in Graphic 
Simulation Language. The function of the robot is to move from home position by joint 
motion to the first tag point b l and then move along the path name “path” i.e. to move 
along the points p i to p i 1 by linear motion then back to home position by joint motion.
PROGRAM Demo-1 
VAR
---------- Main Declaration Section
BEGIN MAIN 
UNITS = METRIC 
SSPEEDM ODE = ACTUAL 
S SPEED = 500 
SMOTYPE = JOINT 
$CONFIG = 1
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MOVE TO b l
SMOTYPE = STRAIGHT 
MOVE ALONG path FROM 1 TO 11 
SMOTYPE = JOINT 
MOVE HOME
---------- END M A IN -----------
END Demo-1
3.5,5 Conversion of GSL to Rapid Programming
The above mentioned simulation was constructed in IGRIP. Object geometry was 
constructed within the CAD module o f IGRIP. The actual simulation program was 
written in “workcell sequences” and converted into GSL within IGRIP. Workcell 
sequence is the process of automatically scripting program statements to a sequence 
chart using menu buttons. The program statements are executed as they are scripted so 
that you can interactively see the effect of each statement. With the built in translator 
supplied with the off-line programming functionality in the software IGRIP, the GSL 
program <fllename>.gsl written, using commands which map to valid Rapid commands, 
is translated to the Rapid language. Then the translated Rapid language programme can 
be loaded directly in an ABB S4 controller.
The built in translator supplied with the off-line programming software called IGRIP 
generates the shown program below. The translator converts the Demo-l.gsl program to 
Demo-l.prg Rapid program.
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%%%
VERSION: 1
LANGUAGE:ENGLISH
%%%
MODULE DEMO-1
PERS tooldata tll:=[TRUE,[[0,0,160],[1,0,0,0]],[1,[1,0,0],[I,0,0,0],0,0,0]];
PERS wobjdaia wj 1-[FALSE,TRUE,’"',[[0,0,0],[1,0,0,0]],[[0,0,0],[1,0,0,0]]];
PERS jointtargethomel :=[[0,0,0,0,0,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]; 
PERS robtarget bl~[[69,740.5,1100],[0,1,0,0],[0,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget pi :=[[69,740.5,1046],[0,1,0,0],[0,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtargetp2:=[[69,840.5,1046], [0,1,0,0], [0,0,0,0], [0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget p3~[[-31,840.5,1046],[0,1,0,0],[0,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget p4:=[[-31,740.5,1046],[0,1,0,0],[0,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget p5~[[29,740.5,1046],[0,1,0,0],[0,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget p6:=[[29,740.5,1046],[0,1,0,0],[0,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget p7:=[[29,740.5,1066],[0,1,0,0],[0,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget p8:=[[29,780.5,1066],[0,1,0,0],[0,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget p9:=[[29,800.5,1066],[0,1,0,0],[0,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget pl0~[[9.00001,800.5,1066],[0,1,0,0],[0,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget pi 1:=[[9.00001,780.5,1066],[0,1,0,0],[0,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget b2:=[[9.00001,780.5,1100],[0,1,0,0],[0,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PROC MainO 
!10:IRB 1400 instructions
tll:=[TRUE, [[0,0,160], [1,0,0,0]],[1, [1,0,0], [1,0,0,0], 0,0,0]];
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Move J b 1,v500, fine, tl 1;
MoveL pl,v500,fine,til;
MoveL p2,v500,fine,tl 1;
MoveL p3,v500,fine,til;
MoveL p4,v500,fine,tll;
MoveL p5,v500,fine,tll;
MoveL p6,v500,fine,tll;
MoveL p7,v500,fine,tll;
MoveL p8,v500,fine,tll;
MoveL p9,v500,fine,tll;
MoveL pl0,v500,fine,til;
MoveL pi l,v500,fine,til; 
MoveAbsJ home l,v500, fine,toolO; 
ENDPROC 
ENDMODULE
3.6 Automation of the existing Jig in IGREP
Figure 3.5 shows the Workcell of an existing jig, as used in the aircraft manufacturing 
Industry for a Boeing 777 elevator, modelled in IGRIP. The jig  holds the spar assembly, 
ribs, and skin of an elevator. The main purpose of the jig is for drilling holes in the skin 
and riveting of the spar assembly and ribs. The elevator skin is 10.275 meters in length 
and 1.775 meters in height having 1150 holes of varying diameter to be riveted. The 
other main purpose of the jig is to hold the drill guides in position along the length of 
the skin. The drilling of holes is currently done by a manual operation.
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Existing Jig Robot Skin
Fig -  3.5, Automation of the Existing Elevator Jig
Since the skin length is 10.275 meters, a standard robot cannot cover the entire skin. In 
order to overcome this situation, the robot is placed on a linear track along the length of 
the skin and the skin is divided into six equal sections, each of which is approximately 
1.67 meters in length. So that these sections can be covered by an ABB ERB 4400 
clamped in to position at different locations. The reason for the clamping is to increase 
the stability and accuracy and to withstand the reaction force of drilling.
The entire Jig is modelled in the CAD feature provided by IGRIP. Modelling is done 
with respect to the world co-ordinate system and saved as parts. Then the parts are 
saved as devices. In the Workcell the device, the jig is called up and placed with respect 
to the world co-ordinate system. Then the robot device is called up from the robot
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library provided by the software and positioned in the workcell in such a way that the 
base co-ordinate system of the robot coincides with the world co-ordinate system. The 
programs for drilling holes for all the six sections was initially written as Workcell 
Sequences and then saved in GSL format.
The reader is now referred to the videos on CD-I for the simulation of the ABB IRB 
4400 drilling the holes using the existing jig. Simulations of the six sections are in the 
six files.
Figure 3.6 shows six screens shot of the videos of the various stages of the drilling 
process of the ABB IRB 4400 robot.
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Figure 3.6. Screen Shots of ABB IR6 4400 Robot Drilling for Section 1 of an Existing
Jig
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This simulation study indicates that if  the skin o f an elevator is within the work 
envelope of the robot, then the manual drilling operation can be replaced with robotic 
drilling. The elevator skin has 1150 holes and it is not obvious how to optimise the 
order in which the holes have to be drilled. The optimisation of the drilling process will 
be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
Optimisation of Robot Drill Path for the Complete Jig
4.1 Introduction
The elevator skin of a Boeing 777 has been divided into six sections as explained in 
Chapter 3, Section 3.2. The robot can therefore be clamped into six different positions 
next to the elevator skin. Clamping is believed to be necessary to achieve the desired 
accuracy. Every section of the elevator skin can now be treated as a separate 
optimisation problem. The optimisation problem of each section is similar to the 
“Travelling Salesman Problem” as described in literatures [22 -  25].
The travelling salesman problem is a well-known optimisation problem. The condition 
of the travelling salesman problem is quite simple: he/she has to visit the customers in N 
towns, meeting exactly one customer in each town while being the least amount of time 
on the road to travel to each location. The number of feasible solutions grows with a 
combinatorial factor such as N!, where N characterises the size of the problem [22].
There are a number of methods available in solving the travelling salesman problem as 
described in the literature, including Genetic Algorithms [23], Branch and Bound 
method [24] and Elastic Net method [25]. However, the optimisation of the drilling of
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holes on the elevator has a specific structure, which can be used to significantly simplify 
the optimisation. The holes in the elevator are usually in straight line and the lines do 
not intersect. We can therefore assume that the optimisation of one line is the same as 
the optimisation of the two end points. Figure 4.1 shows section 1 of the skin and figure 
4.2 shows a modified version, showing the end points of the drill pattern only, these end 
points can then be used as a basis for finding the optimum path. By doing so, the 
optimisation problem reduces significantly for each section of the wing, to about 8 
optimisation points (N = 8). This number of holes can be optimised directly, without 
any simplifications.
Furthermore to limit the scope of this thesis, it was decided to only develop solutions 
for the holes of 5 mm diameter only. This is the majority o f holes (52%). Holes of other 
diameters can be solved in a similar way.
4,2 Developed Solutions
To determine the shortest path a Matlab program was written. The program has two data 
files: drill pattern file and hole pattern file.
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Figure 4.1, Section 1 of the Elevator Skin
Figure 4.2, Modified Section 1 of the Elevator Skin
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The drill pattern files have the X and Y co-ordinate values of the points of the section of 
the elevator. In the case of section 1, there are 8 values for the X and Y coordinates. The 
coordinate values are stored in columns.
The hole pattern files contain the data of the number of holes to be drilled between the 
points that are available in the sections of the elevator. The data is stored in matrix 
format. In the case of section 1 we have the data for the number of holes to be drilled, 
the 8 points in the form of an 8 x 8 matrix.
When the Matlab program (enclosed in Appendix 2) is executed, the user has to define 
the drill pattern file and the number of points in the drill pattern file. Then the program 
starts calculating the distances between the points and stores the information in matrix 
form. Meanwhile the program also calculates the factorial and the permutation for the 
number of points in the drill pattern file in order to find the number of ways the robot 
can travel.
The main condition of this Matlab program is that the robot has to cover all points in the 
section in a minimum amount of time while also drilling all the necessary holes. In 
order to do so, the program initially calculates the total number of holes from the 
factorial ways of paths for the number of points in the drill pattern file and stores all the 
values in holes (i). From the stored values in holes (i) the maximum value is considered 
and the corresponding path distance is calculated. From the calculated distances the 
minimum distance is the optimum path for the robot to drill holes in that section. It can 
also be said that the minimum distance means the least time required for the robot to 
drill the holes in that section, given that all holes will have to be drilled.
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4,3 Simulation Results
The Matlab program was executed for the elevator skin of a Boeing 111 and the
optimum path for the robot to travel in all six sections was found.
The optimum path for Section 1 (see figure 4.3)
S ection-1  7 - 8 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 6 - 5  or 5 -  6 -  4 -  3 -  2 -  1 -  8 -  7 
The path distance =5.756 meters No of holes =150
The optimum path for Section 2 (see figure 4.4)
Section -  2 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1  or 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6
The path distance = 4.534 meters No of holes =108
The optimum path for Section 3 (see figure 4.5)
S ec tion -3  3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 1 - 2  or 2 - 1 - 6 - 5 - 4 - 3
The path distance = 4.541 meters No of holes =120
The optimum path for Section 4 (see figure 4.6)
Section — 4 3 — 4 — 5 — 6 — 7 — 8 - 1  — 2 or 2 - 1 - 8  — 7 — 6 — 5 — 4 — 3
The path distance = 4.859 meters No of holes =114
The optimum path for Section 5 (see figure 4.7)
S ec tion -5  1 - 2 - 8 - 7 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6  or 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 7 - 8 - 2 - 1
The path distance = 5.052 meters No of holes = 104
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Section -  6 4 - 3 - 2 - 1  or 1 - 2 - 3 - 4
The path distance = 3.959 meters No of holes =110
The figures below show the graphical representation of the optimum paths for all six 
sections of the Elevator Skin. All these figures show one direction of travelling, this can 
also be reversed.
The optimum path for Section 6 (see figure 4.8)
Section 1
Figure 4.3, Section 1 of the Elevator Skin and its Solution
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Section 2 Solution^
Figure 4.4, Section 2 of the Elevator Skin and its Solution
4 3
Figure 4.5, Section 3 of the Elevator Skin and its Solution
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Section 4 Solution 4
Figure 4.6, Section 4 of the Elevator Skin and its Solution
Figure 4.7. Section 5 of the Elevator Skin and its Solution
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Section 6 Solution 6
Figure 4.8, Section 6 of the Elevator Skin and its Solution
4.4 Remarks on Optimisation Technique
The written Matlab program uses the command perms(v), where (v) is a row vector of 
length n. perms(v) creates a matrix whose rows consist of all possible permutations of 
the n elements of v. perms(v) is limited by the amount of memory available in the 
computer. This function is only practical for most perms(v) for situations where n is 
less than about 10 (for n=H , the output takes over 3 giga-bytes). Fortunately this was 
the case for the six sections defined for this solution. If more points were needed to 
describe the optimisation problem, one of the approximate methods described in section 
4.1 should be employed or a computer with more RAM than used for this thesis a 
(256 MB of RAM with Pentium III 800) should be used.
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CHAPTER 5
Experimental Set-up and Experiments
5.1 Introduction
In chapter 4, various methods of optimising the shortest path for the robot to travel 
along the skin and the drill holes were discussed. A program was written in Matlab to 
find the optimum path satisfying the condition of minimum travel time. In order to 
assess the feasibility of automation in practice we will evaluate the developed solutions. 
Since we have an ABB IRB 1400 robot, the smallest robot in the ABB IRB robot family 
in the Manufacturing Research Laboratory available for experiments, a scaled down 
version of developed solutions will be evaluated. We will also discuss how the Rapid 
file generated in IGRIP can be transferred to an S4 controller.
5.2 Description of the Experimental Set-up
An ABB IRB 1400 robot with S4 controller is available for experiments in the 
Manufacturing Research Laboratory at the University of Wollongong. This is a six axis 
industrial robot.
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As the size of an elevator skin shown in figure 5.1 is 10.27 metres in length and 1.77 
metres in height, it is not possible to accommodate the entire elevator skin in the 
laboratory. Instead only one specific section, section 1, shown in figure 5.2 will be 
analysed.
Figure 5. f  Elevator Skin
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Figure 5.2, Modified Section 1 of the Skin
This section is relatively complicated and optimising the robots drill path for that 
particular section would normally appear to be a problem. In order to simulate a section 
of the jig in the laboratory, a small section of the jig was replicated in the 
Manufacturing Research Laboratory. Figure 5.3 shows the dimensions of the jig in the 
laboratory.
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Figure 5.3, Dimensions of a Manufacturer Research Laboratory Jig F Steve Van Duinl
The part drawings of the jig are enclosed in Appendix 1. Since we have an 
ABB IRB 1400, the work envelope of that robot was determined for this jig.
From figure 5.4, it was found that the maximum flat surface working range of the 
ABB IRB 1400 is 1.76 metres in height and 0.93 metres in width. As the size of 
section 1 (Height 1.77 metres and Width 1.71 metres) of the Elevator Skin is more than 
the working range of the robot, the section was scaled down. The scaling down of 
section 1 was done by the factor of 2, so that the robot can easily reach all points of 
section 1.
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Figure 5,4. Working Range for ABB IRB 1400 f!61
5.3 Preliminary Experiments
The initial experiments that were carried out on the ABB IRB 1400 Robot are:
• Time analysis for Joint Motion .
• Time analysis for Linear Motion.
Most movements of robots are either joint motion or linear motion and some may be 
circular motion. Circular motion is not required for this application and is therefore not 
included from this section onwards.
5.3.1 Time Analysis for Joint Motion
The reason for doing the time analysis for a joint motion is to ensure that the time taken 
in IGRIP and the time taken in the laboratory is the same. For this time analysis for joint 
motion, the robot was programmed to travel with a rotation of 90° of joint 1 (base 
rotation) in a counter clockwise direction from its home position and back to the home
8 1
position. Table 5.1 shows the time taken for the various speeds according to IGRIP and 
as measured in the Manufacture Research laboratory (MRL).
Speed
mm/sec
IGRIP
25 Cycles (sec)
MRL
25 Cycles (sec) Lab/IGRJP
100 615.674 780 1.266904238
500 132.912 167.48 1.260081859
1000 81.734 91.14 1.115080627
1500 71.464 67.33 0.942152692
2000 70.71 57.32 0.810634988
Table 5.1, Time Analysis for Joint Motion
From table 5.1, it can be concluded that the time ratio between the measurements taken 
in the MRL and IGREP for the various speeds is in the range of 0.81 to 1.26. The time 
taken in reality (MRL) decreases with an increase in speed.
5.3.2 Time Analysis for Linear Motion
For the time analysis for linear motion, the robot was programmed to travel along a 
straight line for all three directions, the X, Y and Z axes. A movement 0.5 meters 
forward and backward was done along the axis. Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show the times 
taken for various speeds in IGRIP and those measured in the laboratory (MRL).
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Speed
mm/sec
Avg. Time 
MRL (sec)
Avg. Time 
IGRIP (sec) MRL/IGRIP
5 202.5 200.001 1.012494938
10 101.213 100.002 1.012109758
100 10.847 10.04 1.080378486
1000 1.748 1.4 1.248571429
1500 1.612 1.2666 1.272698563
2000 1.598 1.2649 1.263340976
Table 5.2, Time Analysis in X -  direction
From table 5.2, we find that the time ratio between the laboratory measurements and the 
IGRIP for the various speeds is in the range of 1.01 to 1.27. However under these 
conditions the time increases with an increase in speed.
Speed
mm/sec
Avg. Time 
MRL (sec)
Avg. Time 
IGRIP (sec) MRL/IGRIP
5 202.07 200.001 1.010344948
10 100.937 100.002 1.009349813
100 10.903 10.04 1.085956175
1000 1.943 1.4 1.387857143
1500 1.771 1.2666 1.398231486
2000 1.762 1.2649 1.392995494
Table 5.3. Time Analysis in Y -  direction
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Table 5.3, shows the time ratio between the measured time in the laboratory and the 
IGRIP time for the various speeds. At the lower speeds the times are more or less equal 
but the time increases as the speed increases.
Speed
mm/sec
Avg. Time 
Lab (sec)
Avg. Time 
IGRIP (sec) Lab / IGRIP
5 202.07 200.001 1.010344948
10 101.213 100.002 1.012109758
100 10.827 10.04 1.078386454
1000 1.714 1.4 1.224285714
1500 1.486 1.2666 1.173219643
2000 1.481 1.2649 1.170843545
Table 5,4, Time Analysis in Z -  direction
From table 5.4, we find that the ratio between the measured time in the laboratory and 
the IGRIP time for various speeds is in the range of 1.01 to 1.22. The measured time 
increases with an increase in speed till 1000 mm/sec and the measured time decreases 
above 1000 mm/sec.
From the above measured tests, it can be concluded that there is a significant difference 
between the time predicted by the simulation package and the time measured in the 
laboratory. The joint motion mainly has a difference at lower speeds (up to 26%) and 
the linear motion mainly has significant differences at higher speeds (up to 39%). It 
should be noted however that the IGRIP manual states that the results of joint motion 
might be incorrect because of the calculation method employed.
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5.4 Simulation Results
Figure 5.5 shows the workcell of the facility in the Manufacturing Research Laboratory 
as modelled in IGRIP. The robot is placed at the centre of the jig. The jig is modelled in 
the CAD feature provided by IGREP with respect to the world co-ordinate system and 
saved as parts. Then the parts are saved as devices. In the workcell the device jig is 
called up and placed at a distance of x = 1502.5 mm, y = -985 mm, and z = 0, with 
respect to world coordinate system, corresponding to the location of the jig in the 
laboratory. The robot device is called up from the robot library provided by the software 
and positioned in such a way that the base co-ordinate system of the robot coincides 
with the world coordinate system.
Jig
Section of a 
Skin
Robot
Figure 5.5, Workcell Modelled in IGRIP.
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The tool is then designed and mounted on the mounting flange of the robot. The Tool 
Centre Point (TCP) of the tool is defined with respect to the wrist coordinate system. 
In order to move the robot in the workcell tag points are required. These tag points are 
used primarily for indicating destination positions for the robot motion. Tag points are 
placed at the desired locations and orientation. The robot is then instructed to move to 
the tag points.
The drilling operation program in IGRIP was initially written in workcell sequences. In 
workcell sequences the program statements are written in steps using the menu buttons. 
The execution of the program statements is carried out in sequence and the effect of 
each statement can be seen instantly. In the workcell sequence a time bar also shows the
Figure 5.6. IGREP Workcell Sequences
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time taken for every individual operation. Figure 5.6 shows how the workcell sequences 
are presented in IGRIP to the user.
In chapter 4, the path for section 1 was optimised. However five independent paths were 
considered for the optimisation. The various paths for section 1 and simulation timings 
according to IGRIP is shown in Table 5.5. A video recording of the five simulations can 
be found on CD No 2, 3 and 4. The files are also mentioned in table 5.5.
Path IGRIP Time 
(sec)
CD File 
Names
CD
Number
P a th -1 [ 8 - 7 - 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 8 - 1 - 2 ] 429.28 Pathl.avi 2
Path -  2 [ 7 - 8 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 6 - 5 ] 425.04 Path2.avi 2
Path -  3 [ 6 - 5 - 8  - 1 - 4 - 3  - 1 - 2 - 8 - 7 ] 427.38 Path3.avi 3
Path -  4 [ 8 - 7 - 6 - 5  -  1 - 2 - 8 -  1 - 4 - 3 ] 430.53 Path4.avi 3
Path- 5 [8 — 7 — 1 — 2 — 6 — 5 — 8 — 1 —4 — 3 ] 430.84 Path5.avi 4
Table 5.5, Time Chart for IGRIP
From table 5.5, it was found that the path -  2 i.e. [ 7 - 8 - l - 2 - 3 - 4 - 6 - 5 ] i s t h e  
most optimum path for the robot to travel and drill holes in section 1. This solution is 
identical to the Matlab solution.
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5,5 Experimental Results
With the help of the sequence file function, the workcell sequences are then saved in 
GSL format. A part of GSL format for the above workcell sequences is enclosed in 
Appendix 5 of this thesis. The GSL program is then converted into Rapid language with 
the help of the built in translator. A part of Rapid language for the above GSL program 
is enclosed in the Appendix 6 of this thesis.
The translated Rapid language is then loaded into the S4 controller of ABB LRB-1400 
and the time taken for the robot to travel along the path was measured with the stop 
watch. Figure 5.7 shows the robot drilling the holes and figure 5.8 shows the result for a 
small section of the masonite.
Masonite ERB 1400 Robot
Figure 5.7. ERB 1400 Robot Drilling Holes of Scaled down Section 1
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Figure 5.8' Drilled Holes on Masonite
Table 5.6 shows the time taken by the ABB IRB-1400 robot in the Manufacturing 
Research Laboratory to travel along the path and drill the holes in the masonite with 
initial movement of the robot having a “joint motion”, that is, from the home position to 
the first drilling point. Then the robot moves with linear motion over the entire skin and 
moves back to home position in the joint motion. A video recording of robotic drilling 
for Path 1 is recorded in CD 5. The file name is MRL Demo.avi. It was also found that 
the optimum path for the robot to travel in section 1 is Path 2 i.e. [ 7 - 8 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4  
-  6 -  5 ], which is also identical to the IGRIP solution and the Matlab solution.
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Path
Nos.
Real Time Values (sec)
Avg. of 
Real 
Time 
(sec)T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
Path -  1 482.21 482.47 481.74 482.16 482.00 481.70 482.05
Path -  2 480.92 481.23 481.25 481.52 480.98 481.00 481.15
Path- 3 483.10 482.53 482.61 483.62 482.87 482.72 482.91
Path -  4 483.17 482.70 482.86 483.35 482.99 483.08 483.03
Path -  5 483.64 483.75 483.41 483.99 483.26 483.30 483.56
Table 5.6. Measured Time Chart
5,6 Discussion of Results
The initial experiments that were carried out with ABB IRB 1400 robot are time 
analysis for joint motion and time analysis for linear motion.
In the time analysis for joint motion, the robot rotates at an angle of 90° for 25 cycles in 
joint 1. The ratio of the time taken in the laboratory and the IGRIP time is found to be in 
the range of 0.81 to 1.26.
In the time analysis for the linear motion, the robot travels a distance of 500 millimetres 
forward and backward in the X, Y and Z directions. The ratio of the time taken in the
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laboratory and IGRIP simulation is found to be in the range of 1.01 to 1.27 in the X 
direction, 1.00 to 1.39 in the Y direction and 1.01 to 1.22 in the Z direction.
The optimum path for section 1 is the Path 2 [ 7 - 8 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 6 - 5 ] ,  which is 
identical to the Matlab solution, IGRIP simulations and in the laboratory testing.
The scaling down of section 1 was done by a factor of 2 so that the robot ABB IRB -  
1400 could reach all the points of section 1. The difference in time between the 
measured time and the time predicted by IGRIP, was found to be 12 -  13%. This could 
be explained as follows.
The drilling operation is simulated with two speeds in linear motion [10 mm/sec and 
100 mm/sec]. The ratio o f measured time and the IGRIP at the speed of 10 mm/sec is 
1.2% approximately and at 100 mm/sec the ratio is about 8% in the different axes, 
which is in the same order as the 12% for the complete drilling operation. However, the 
12% is larger than the 8% or less expected. This might be explained by the fact that the 
robot is in a different, more extended position.
The error caused during the joint motion at the beginning and end of the program will 
only have minor effect on the overall timing because of the short duration of the motion.
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According to the supplier of IGRIP a difference in time of ± 4 -  7 % could be expected. 
The supplier also mentioned that the Realistic Robot Simulation (RRS) toolbox for 
IGRIP has recently been developed to reduce the timing errors. According to the 
supplier this would reduce the timing errors to 1 -  4 %. Unfortunately this could not be 
verified in this thesis because the toolbox was not available for experiments during the 
thesis.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
In the aircraft industry, the labour required for assembly procedures can account for as 
much as 50% of the total cost of the assembly; drilling and riveting account for a large 
fraction of this cost. One of the areas of highest value added is in the drilling and 
trimming of aircraft parts, an area where robotics may play a key role in the automation 
of drilling. It is not uncommon for a wing, horizontal stabiliser or engine strut to have 
hundreds, even thousands, of holes to be drilled prior to installing fasteners. Because of 
the high cost of aerospace materials, the capital invested in work-in-process is 
significant, which necessitates that the safety and the quality of the product is to be 
maintained while labour cost may be reduced.
The objective of this thesis was to investigate the possibilities for automation of the 
manual drilling operations for the manufacture of an elevator. An off the shelf robot was 
proposed to automate the process.
As the currently available robots are too small in size to cover the entire jig, a track is 
required for the robot to move along the jig. The robot must be clamped into position to
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meet the necessary accuracy conditions. This resulted in dividing the skin in to different 
sections for drilling operations. The size of the robot determines the size of the section 
and the height of the skin determines the size of the robot required. It was found that an 
ABB IRB 4400 would be suitable for this application.
The reason for limiting the study to the ABB family of robots controlled by S4 
controllers is the availability of an ABB IRB 1400 robot in the laboratory of the 
University of Wollongong. Since this robot uses the same type of controller as the larger 
ABB robots (a so called S-4 controller), experiments could be carried out on a reduced 
scale with this robot to assess the feasibility of automation.
The skin of an elevator is 10.275 meters in length and 1.775 meters in height. It requires 
1550 holes o f varying diameters to be drilled and riveted. The height of 1.775 meters 
can be reached by an ABB IRB 4400 (or larger), leading to six sections approximately 
1.71 meters in length.
Finding the optimum path for the robot to travel over each section of the skin and the 
necessity to drill holes is similar to the so-called “Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP)” 
described in the literature. Several methods are known to solve the Travelling Salesman 
Problem but they are all approximate solutions. However, due to the specific structure 
of the problem, a special solution could be developed. In this particular case the holes of 
the elevator are in line and the lines do not intersect so it can be assumed that the 
optimisation of the path of one line is the same as the optimisation of the two end 
points. This is used as the basis for finding the optimum path. By doing so, the 
complexity of the optimisation problem is reduced significantly, where only about 8
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optimisation points have to be considered. The optimal solution for these eight holes can 
then be found by direct calculation without simplifications.
To calculate the optimum path for n holes, a program was written in Matlab. The 
coordinate values and the number of holes in each line are fed into the Matlab program. 
The program then calculates all possible paths and produces the optimised path as a 
solution. This optimised path is then fed into the software, Interactive Graphic Robot 
Instruction Program, to carry out the simulation.
From the simulation, we can obtain various outputs such as the Total Cycle Time and 
Joint Angle Values, etc. Then the developed program in Graphic Simulation Language 
format, is converted into the Rapid language, the programming Language of the ABB 
robots with an S-4 controller.
An ABB IRB 1400 robot with S-4 controller was available for experiments in the 
Manufacturing Research Laboratory at the University of Wollongong. The robot has the 
same controller as the IRB 4400 and simulations for the experiments could therefore 
easily be scaled down.
From chapter 4, section 4.3, it was found that the optimum path for the robot to travel 
and drill holes in section 1 i s [ 7  — 8 —1 - 2  — 3 — 4 — 6 — 5 ]  which is also identical to 
IGRIP simulations and in reality.
The initial experiments that were carried out in the ABB IRB 1400 robot, were time 
analysis for joint motion and time analysis for linear motion. The reason for carrying
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out the time analysis was to check that the time indicated in IGRIP and the time taken in 
reality are similar.
In the time analysis for the joint motion, the time ratio between the experimentally 
determined time and the IGRIP time for various speeds is in the range of 0.81 to 1.26. 
The time decreases with the increase in speed.
In the time analysis for linear motion, the robot travels a distance of 0.5 meters forward 
and backward along a straight line in all three directions. The ratio of the experimentally 
determined time and IGRIP result is found to be in the range of 1.009 to 1.39.
From the initial tests, it was concluded that there is significant difference in time 
predicted by the simulation package and the measured time in the laboratory. The joint 
motion has a difference at lower speeds up to 26% and the linear motion mainly has 
significant differences at higher speeds up to 39%. It should be noted that the IGRIP 
manual states the results of joint motion might be incorrect because of the calculation 
technique employed.
Section 1 of the wing shown in figure 5.2 was considered for our experiments. This 
section is relatively complicated and optimising the robots drill path for those particular 
section would normally appear to be a problem. The scaling down of section 1 was done 
by a factor o f 2 so that the robot ABB IRB -  1400 could reach all the points of 
section 1. The simulation was done in the software and then downloaded into the robot 
controller in the laboratory to verify that optimal path calculated by the Matlab and the 
time indicated by the simulation software is the same as that measured in laboratory.
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The difference in time between the measured and the IGRIP software was found to be
12-13% . The suppliers of IGRIP, claim that the difference in time to be around ± 4 - 7  
%. and have also mentioned that the Realistic Robot Simulation (RRS) toolbox, which 
has recently been developed to overcome this problem would reduce the timing errors to 
the range of 1 -  4 %. Unfortunately this could not be verified for this thesis because the 
toolbox was not available for experiments during the thesis.
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Research
Based on the items discussed in this thesis we can now recommend the following for 
future research.
Realistic Robot Simulation (RRSf toolbox
According to the software supplier, the timing error between the IGRIP simulation and 
the time measured in the laboratory can be reduced to 1 -  4 %. It is recommended that 
this toolbox is purchased and the timing results are again verified before any further 
simulation work with IGRIP is carried out. Timing could again be verified as described 
in this thesis so that the results can be compared to the results achieved here.
Calibration of IGRIP
Although programs were downloaded to the robot available in the Manufacturing 
Research Laboratory and played back, the software was not calibrated. This means that 
the additional positioning errors may be present when the file is played back. A 
procedure for calibration of the IGRIP software to a workcell is explained in the manual 
and should be carried out to ensure the holes are drilled in the correct location.
Repeatability and the Accuracy of the Robot
The repeatability and the accuracy of the robot in the laboratory have not been verified. 
It was assumed that the specifications as stated in the manual were met. It is 
recommended that measurements are carried out to check the specifications before such 
a system is implemented in practice.
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O ptim isation o f other hole size diam eters
Holes with a diameter of 5 mm (52 %) were considered for this thesis. Calculation of 
the optimum path for the remaining 48 % of the holes can be optimised in a similar way. 
This should be done to develop the complete procedure for drilling of all holes of the 
elevator.
Full Scale Experiments
Due to the only availability of the ABB IRB 1400 robot for this thesis, the size of the 
drill pattern was scaled down to half the actual size of the actual process. From the 
workspace envelope it was found that the ABB IRB 4400 robot should be suitable for 
the existing jig and a simulation was carried out in the IGRIP. To ensure that ABB IRB 
4400 is the suitable in practice for the drilling operation, it is recommended that a full- 
scale trial with an IRB 4400 be carried out. The gravity or dynamics of the to be 
developed end effector might have an adverse effect on the operation.
C A TIA -IG R IP
IGRIP has the facility of importing the CATIA models. Since the aircraft manufacturer 
of this project is using CATIA for solid modelling, transfer of files from CATIA to 
IGRIP Simulation software will need to be established for fully automating the drilling 
process.
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Appendix 2
MATLAB PROGRAM
function Robot();
% Program Name: Robot
% Purpose: To analyze the shortest path for Robot Drilling 
% Written by: Karthigeyan K S 
% Date: 13 /0 4 /2 0 0 1
% Description: The purpose of this program is to calculate the shortest path for 
% the Robotic Drilling of Boeing 777 Elevator
(yo *  *  *  *  *  *  #  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  He *  *  *  *  *  *  *  5js *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  He *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  He *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *
% Variable Initialization
stringa = 'DrilLPatternJ;
stringc = '.csv';
stringd = 'H olePattem J;
stringll = The Optimum Path is - ;
stringss = The Optimum path distance is - ;
stringkk = The Total no of Holes Drilled in the Optimum Path is - ;
%********************************************************************* 
% Data File Selection and Entry
yo*********************************************************************
i = input('Enter Drilling Pattern = ');
N = input(’No of Holes in the Drilling Pattern = ); 
stringb = num2str(i); 
drillfile = strcat(stringa,stringb,stringc); 
holefile = strcat(stringd,stringb,stringc);
i l l
% * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
% Output of coordinate values for the Drill Patterns
%** ****************** He*** ************************* ********************
A = dlmread(drillfile,7,0,0);
% ****** ********** **************** He******* ******************* ** ******* *
% Output o f no of Holes in a line
% ***** * * He He »le * * * ** * ***** * **** * ** * * ********* ****** * * * * ******* * * ********* *
B = dlmread(holefile,7,0,0);
%*********************************************************************
% Line Distance Calculation from the co-ordinate values
%* *** He ********* * ** ** * * ********* * **** * * ************** * ****** *** ******* *
for k=l:N  
for 1=1 :N
u(l,k) = sqrt((A(k, 1 )-A(l, 1 ))A2 +(A(k,2)-A(l,2))A2); 
end 
end
0  ̂* * »1« He sfe ******** * *********** He ********* **5}!* **************** * ****** ****** *
% Factorial of N no of points [where N is the no of Holes in the Drill Pattern]
(yo************«********************************************************
Z = prod(l:N);
%*********************************************************************
% Permutation of N no of points [Where N is the no of Holes in the Drill Pattern]
%*********************************************************************
L = perms(l:N);
1 1 2
%*********************************************************************
% Calculation for number of holes in each line
0^* * He ******************* He **** He ***** H« ******* He ************************** *
for i=l:Z;
KLIM ); 
for j=T:(N-l)
KLU=KLU+B(L(i,j ),L(i,j+1)); 
end
holes(i)=KLU+N; 
end
% * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
% To find the max no of holes
0/q* ********************************************************************
dummy=0; 
for i=l:Z; 
if holes(i)>dummy 
dumm)Hioles(i); 
end 
end
(yQ **************************************** He ******* * * ******** * ********* *
% To find the quantity of max no of holes available from the factorial ways of path
%*********************************************************************
mun=0; 
ccc=dummy; 
for i=T:Z; 
if holes(i)=ccc 
mun=mun+l;
T(mun,:)=L(i,:);
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T;
end
end
% * * % * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * He * * ★  >1« >1« * * * * * * jje * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
% To find the total distance traveled in the factorial ways of maximum hole path
%*********************************************************************
for p=l:mun; 
uk=0;
for pp=l:(N-l);
uk=uk+u(T (p,pp),T (p,pp+1)); 
end
dist(p)=uk;
end
0 / ^  *  *  *  sfc *  *  4« >1« *  *  *  *  sje *  *  sfe sf: j|e jjc jjc *  *  He *  *  sjc H« *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * *  *  *  *  *  *  *  ★  *  *  H« *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *
% To find the lowest distance traveled in the factorial ways of maximum hole path
(̂ jje sje* * * He *** * ** ******************** * ********* ************************** *
tummy = 100000; 
for p=l:mun; 
if  dist(p)<tummy 
tummy=dist(p); 
sp=T(p,:); 
end 
end 
sp;
klm=sp;
sp=sp.';
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%***************************************************** Jit***************
% Assigning the X and Y values for the Graph
%  *  #  *  9fc *  *  9|c *  *  * *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  H« *  *  *  >K *  *  *  *  *  *  *  He *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  s(e *  *  *  *  *  *  *
X=A(sp);
Y=A(sp,2);
%*********************************************************************
% Out Put
0/Q * ** * * ** * **** He * * ****** ** * ****** * * **** * ******** * **** ****** * *** * ** * **** *
stringuu = num2str(dummy); 
stringee = num2str(tummy); 
stringvv = num2str(klm);
Kal = strcat(stringll,stringvv);
tion = strcat(stringss,stringee);
Solution = strcat(stringkk,stringuu);
o^*********************************************************************
% Start of Main Graphics Control loop
ÔJ*********************************************************************
ii = 0; 
kk = 0; 
while kk < 2
kk = menu('Robot Path','StepVFinish’); 
if  kk =  1 
ii = ii + 1; 
xx(ii) = X(ii); 
yy(ii) = Y(ii);
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elf;
plot(xx,yy,'-.')
hold;
plot(xx,yy,'ro')
title('Optimum Path for Robot Drilling’); 
axis([7500 10000 -500 2000]); 
xlabel('X Axis mm');ylabel('Y Axis mm');
end
end
% END OF PROGRAM
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Appendix 3
MATLAB Data Files
The coordinate values for Section -  1
Points X  - axis Y -A x is
1 0 0
2 1136.73 115.7
3 901.94 223.67
4 901.94 1515.67
5 1134.69 1570.67
6 1026.69 1570.67
7 772.19 1570.67
8 -420.86 1570.67
The coordinate values for Section -  2
Points X -A x is Y -A x is
1 1172.54 119.34
2 2855.85 290.67
3 2308.44 375.67
4 2308.44 1515.67
5 2178.69 1570.67
6 1170.69 1570.67
The coordinate values for Section -  3
Points X -A x is Y - Axis
1 2891.66 294.32
2 4574.96 465.64
3 4555.19 1570.67
4 3079.19 1570.67
5 2953.44 1515.67
6 2953.44 413.67
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The coordinate values for Section -  4
Points X - Axis Y - Axis
1 4610.78 469.29
2 6294.08 640.62
3 6296.94 1570.67
4 5000.94 1570.67
5 4735.19 1570.67
6 4591.19 1570.67
7 4865.94 1515.67
8 4865.94 641.67
The coordinate values for Section -  5
Points X -A x is Y -A x is
1 6329.9 644.26
2 8013.2 815.59
3 8011.94 1570.67
4 7615.94 1570.67
5 7340.94 1570.67
6 6332.94 1570.67
7 7480.95 1515.67
8 7480.95 907.67
The coordinate values for Section -  6
Points X -A x is Y -A x is
1 8049.02 819.23
2 9803.95 997.85
3 9650.46 1570.67
4 8047.95 1570.67
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The hole pattern for section -  1
Points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 44
2 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 33 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 33 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32
8 44 0 0 0 0 0 32 0
The hole pattern for section -  2
Points 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 0 46 0 0 0 0
2 46 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 29 0 0
4 0 0 29 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 27
6 0 0 0 0 27 0
The hole pattern for section -  3
Points 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 0 46 0 0 0 0
2 46 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 40 0 0
4 0 0 40 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 28
6 0 0 0 0 28 0
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The hole pattern for section -  4
Points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 0 46 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 35 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 35 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 0
The hole pattern for section -  5
Points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 0 45 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0
The hole pattern for section -  6
Points 1 2 3 4
1 0 48 0 0
2 48 0 15 0
3 0 15 0 43
4 0 0 43 0
1 2 0
Appendix 4
MATLAB Solutions for All Six Sections
The MATLAB program which was discussed in section 4.5, was made to run. It found 
the most optimum path for the Robot to travel around the skin and drill holes 
simultaneously for all 6 sections.
The below figure shows in steps the optimum path calculated by the MATLAB program 
for the Robot to travel in Section -  1. The optimum path for section —1 is7  — 8 —1 —2
- 3 - 4 - 6  - 5 .  o r 5 - 6 - 4 - 3 - 2 - l - 8 - 7 .
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The figure below shows in steps the optimum path calculated by the MATLAB program
for the Robot to travel in Section -  2. The optimum path for section — 2 i s 6  — 5 — 4 — 3
- 2 - 1  or 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 .
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Solution of Section 2
The figure below shows in steps the optimum path calculated by the MATLAB program
for the Robot to travel in Section -  3. The optimum path for section -  3 is 3 -  4 -  5 -  6
- 1 - 2  or 2 - 1 - 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 .
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Solution of Section 3
The figure below shows in steps the optimum path calculated by the MATLAB program
for the Robot to travel in Section -  4. The optimum path for section -  4 i s 3 - 4 - 5 - 6
- 7 - 8 - 2 - 1  o r 2 - l - 8 - 7 - 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 .
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The figure below shows in steps the optimum path calculated by the MATLAB program
for the Robot to travel in Section -  5. The optimum path for section — 5 is  1 —2 — 8 — 7
- 3 - 4 - 5  — 6 o r 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 7 - 8  — 2 - 1 .
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Solution of Section 5
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The figure below shows in steps the optimum path calculated by the MATLAB program
for the Robot to travel in Section — 6. The optimum path for section — 6 is 4 — 3 — 2 —1
or 1 -  2 -  3 -  4.
Solution of Section 6
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Appendix 5
G.S.L. Programs
Program for Section -  1 Path Type- 1
PROGRAM IR B J400  
---------- Main Declaration Section
VAR
---------- End Declaration Section
---------- Include Section-----------
--+ #INCLUDE sequence.v2 
--+ #INCLUDE tooling. v2
---------- End Include Section-----
---------- Procedures Section-------
End Procedures Section
---------- Main Program Section
BEGIN MAIN
— 10 : JR B 1400 instructions
START_AN_OPERATION( 'IRB_1400 instructions', 10, FALSE)
UNITS = METRIC 
SSPEEDM ODE = ACTUAL 
S SPEED = 2500
UTOOL = ( 191.473, 5, 300, 0, 45, 0 )
$CONFIG = 2 
$MOTYPE = JOINT 
MOVE TO ulkl 
MOVE TO kl 
$MOTYPE = STRAIGHT
SSPEED = 10 
MOVE TO ul 
SSPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k l 
SSPEED = 2500 
MOVE TO k2 
SSPEED = 10  
MOVE TO u2 
SSPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k2 
SSPEED = 2500
MOVE TO k l 10 
SSPEED = 10 
MOVE TO u l 10 
SSPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k l 10 
SSPEED = 2500 
MOVE TO ulkl 
MOVE HOME
END_AN_OPERATION( 'IRB_1400 instructions', 10, FALSE )
END MAIN
---------- End Program Section
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Program for Section -  1 Path T y p e - 2
PROGRAM IR B 1400 
---------- Main Declaration Section
VAR
---------- End Declaration Section
---------- Include Section-----------
--+ # INCLUDE sequence.v2 
--+ # INCLUDE tooling. v2
---------- End Include Section —
---------- Procedures Section-------
---------- End Procedures Section
---------- Main Program Section -
BEGIN MAIN
— 10 : IR B 1400 instructions
START_AN_OPERATION( 'IRB_1400 instructions', 10, FALSE )
UNITS = METRIC 
$ SPEED MODE = ACTUAL 
$SPEED = 2500
UTOOL = ( 191.473, 5, 300, 0,45, 0 )
SCONFIG = 2 
SMOTYPE = JOINT 
MOVE TO ulkl 
MOVE TO k25 
SMOTYPE = STRAIGHT 
S SPEED = 10 
MOVE TO u25 
$ SPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k25 
$ SPEED = 2500 
MOVE TO k24 
SSPEED = 10
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MOVE TO u24 
$ SPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k24 
S SPEED = 2500 
MOVE TO k23 
$ SPEED = 10 
MOVE TO u23 
SSPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k23 
SSPEED = 2500
MOVE TO k29 
SSPEED = 10 
MOVE TO u29 
SSPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k29 
SSPEED = 2500 
MOVE TO ulkl 
MOVE HOME
END_AN_OPERATION( ’IRB_1400 instructions’, 10, FALSE )
END MAIN
---------- End Program Section
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Program for Section -  1 Path T y p e - 3
PROGRAM IR B 1400 
---------- Main Declaration Section
VAR
---------- End Declaration Section
---------- Include Section-----------
—+ #INCLUDE sequence.v2 
~+ #INCLUDE tooling. v2
---------- End Include Section-----
---------- Procedures Section-------
---------- End Procedures Section
---------- Main Program Section -
BEGIN MAIN
— 10 : IRB 1400 instructions
START_AN_OPERATION( ’IRB_1400 instructions', 10, FALSE )
UNITS = METRIC 
SSPEEDMODE = ACTUAL 
SSPEED = 2500
UTOOL = ( 191.473, 5, 300, 0,45, 0 )
SCONFIG = 2 
$MOTYPE = JOINT 
MOVE TO ulkl 
MOVE TO k26 
SMOTYPE = STRAIGHT 
SSPEED = 10 
MOVE TO u26 
SSPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k26 
SSPEED = 2500 
MOVE TO k27 
SSPEED = 10
MOVE TO u27 
S SPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k27 
$ SPEED = 2500 
MOVE TO k28 
$SPEED = 10 
MOVE TO u28 
$SPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k28 
$SPEED = 2500
MOVE TO k25 
$SPEED = 10 
MOVE TO u25 
S SPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k25 
$SPEED = 2500 
MOVE TO ulkl 
MOVE HOME
END_AN_OPERATION( 'IRB_1400 instructions', 10, FALSE )
END MAIN
---------- End Program Section
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Program for Section -  1 Path T y p e - 4
PROGRAM IR B 1400 
---------- Main Declaration Section
VAR
---------- End Declaration Section
---------- Include Section-----------
—+ #INCLUDE sequence. v2 
--+ #INCLUDE tooling. v2
---------- End Include Section —
---------- Procedures Section-------
---------- End Procedures Section
---------- Main Program Section -
BEGIN MAIN
— 10 : IRB 1400 instructions
START_AN_OPERATION( 'IRB_1400 instructions', 10, FALSE)
UNITS = METRIC 
SSPEEDM ODE = ACTUAL 
$ SPEED = 2500
UTOOL = ( 191.473, 5, 300,0,45, 0 )
SCONFIG = 2 
SMOTYPE = JOINT 
MOVE TO ulkl 
MOVE TO kl 
SMOTYPE = STRAIGHT 
SSPEED = 10 
MOVE TO u l 
SSPEED = 200 
MOVE TO kl 
SSPEED = 2500 
MOVE TO k2 
SSPEED = 10
MOVE TO u2 
SSPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k2 
SSPEED = 2500 
MOVE TO k3 
SSPEED = 10 
MOVE TO u3 
SSPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k3 
SSPEED = 2500
MOVE TO k56 
SSPEED = 10 
MOVE TO u56 
SSPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k56 
SSPEED = 2500 
MOVE TO ulkl 
MOVE HOME
END_AN_OPERATION( 'IR B J400  instructions', 10, FALSE )
END MAIN
---------- End Program Section
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Program for Section -  1 Path T y p e - 5
PROGRAM BRB1400 
---------- Main Declaration Section
VAR
---------- End Declaration Section
---------- Include Section-----------
—+ #INCLUDE sequence. v2 
—+ #INCLUDE tooling. v2
---------- End Include Section —
---------- Procedures Section-------
End Procedures Section
---------- Main Program Section
BEGIN MAIN
— 10 : IRB_1400 instructions
START_AN_OPERATION( ’IRB_1400 instructions', 10, FALSE )
UNITS = METRIC 
SSPEEDMODE = ACTUAL 
SSPEED = 2500
UTOOL = ( 191.473, 5, 300, 0 ,4 5 ,0  )
SCONFIG = 2 
SMOTYPE = JOINT 
MOVE TO ulkl 
MOVE TO k l 
SMOTYPE = STRAIGHT 
SSPEED = 10 
MOVE TO ul 
SSPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k l 
SSPEED = 2500 
MOVE TO k2 
SSPEED = 10
MOVE TO u2 
SSPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k2 
SSPEED = 2500 
MOVE TO k3 
SSPEED = 10 
MOVE TO u3 
SSPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k3 
SSPEED = 2500
MOVE TO k56 
SSPEED = 10 
MOVE TO u56 
SSPEED = 200 
MOVE TO k56 
SSPEED = 2500 
MOVE TO ulkl 
MOVE HOME
END_AN_OPERATION( 'IRB_1400 instructions1, 10, FALSE )
END MAIN
---------- End Program Section
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Appendix 6
Rapid Programs
Program for Section -  1 Path Type -1
%%%
VERSION: 1
LANGUAGE:ENGLISH
%%%
MODULE JR B 1400
PERS tooldata tl:=[TRUE,[[0,0,300],[0.9239,0,0.3827,0]],[0.001,[0,0,0.001],[1,0,0,0],0,0,0]]; 
PERSwobjdatawjl :=[FALSE, TRUE,"", [[0,0,0], [1,0,0,0]], [[0,0,0], [1,0,0,0]]];
PERS jointtarget homel :=[[0,-15,0,0,45,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E-K)9]]; 
PERS robtarget kl:=[[525,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget ul:=[[525,-1110,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget k2:=[[500,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget u2:=[[500,-1110,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget k3:=[[475,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget u3:=[[475,-l 110,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget kl08:=[[-179.485,-1075,677.888],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget ul08:=[[-179.485,-l 110 ,6 7 7 .888],[0 .5 ,0 .5 ,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget kl09:=[[-204.357,-1075,680.42],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget ul09:=[[-204.357,-l 110 ,6 8 0 .4 2 ],[0 .5 ,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget kll0:=[[-229.228,-1075,682.951],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget u ll0:=[[-229.228,-1110,682.951],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget ulkl:=[[225,-800,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
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PROC MainO
10 : IRB_1400 instructions
tl:=[TRUE, [[0,0,300], [0.9239,0,0.3827,0]], [0.001, [0,0,0.001], [1,0,0,0], 0,0,0]];
MoveJ ulkl,v2500,fine,tl;
MoveJ kl,v2500,fm e,tl;
MoveL u 1, V10, fine, 11 ;
MoveL kl,v200,fine,tl;
MoveL k2,v2500,fine,tl;
MoveL u2,vl0,fine,tl;
MoveL k2,v200,fine,tl;
MoveL k3,v2500,fine,tl;
MoveL u3,vl0,fine,tl;
MoveL k3,v200,fine,tl;
MoveL kl08,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveL ul08,vl0,fine,tl;
MoveL kl08,v200,fine,tl; 
MoveL kl09,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveL u l09,vl0,fine,tl;
MoveL kl09,v200,fine,tl; 
MoveL k l 10,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveL ul 10,vl0,fine,tl;
MoveL kl 10,v200,fine,tl; 
MoveL ulkl,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveAbsJ homel,v2500,fine,tl; 
ENDPROC 
ENDMODULE
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Program for Section -  1 Path Type - 2
%%%
VERSION: 1
LANGUAGE:ENGLISH
%%%
MODULE IRB_1400
PERS tooldata tl:=[TRUE,[[0,0,300],[0.9239,0,0.3827,0]],[0.001,[0,0,0.001],[1,0,0,0],0,0,0]]; 
PERSwobjdatawjl “ [FALSE,TRUE,"",[[0,0,0],[1,0,0,0]],[[0,0,0],[1,0,0,0]]];
PERS jointtarget homel :=[[0,-15,0,0,45,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]; 
PERS robtargetkl:=[[525,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget u l:=[[525,-l 110,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget k2:=[[500,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget u2:=[[500,-1110,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget k3:=[[475,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget u3 :=[[4 7 5 ,- 1 1 1 0 ,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget kl08:=[[-179.485,-1075,677.888],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget u 108:=[[-179.485,-1110,677.888],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget kl09:=[[-204.357,-1075,680.42],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget ul09:=[[-204.357,-1110,680.42],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget kll0:=[[-229.228,-1075,682.951],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget ull0:=[[-229.228,-1110,682.951],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget ulkl:=[[225,-800,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PROC Main()
! 10 : IRB_1400 instructions
tl:=[TRUE,[[0,0,300],[0.9239,0,0.3827,0]],[0.001,[0,0,0.001],[1,0,0,0],0,0,0]];
MoveJ ulkl,v2500,fine,tl;
MoveJ k25,v2500,fme,tl;
MoveL u25,vl0,fm e,tl;
MoveL k25,v200,fine,tl;
MoveL k24,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveL u24,vl0,fm e,tl; 
MoveL k24,v200,fme,tl; 
MoveL k23,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveL u23,vl0,fm e,tl; 
MoveL k23,v200,fme,tl;
MoveL k27,v2500,fme,tl; 
MoveL u27,vl0,fine,tl;
MoveL k27,v200,fme,tl;
MoveL k28,v2500,fme,tl; 
MoveL u28,vl0,fine,tl;
MoveL k28,v200,fine,tl;
MoveL k29,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveL u29,vl0,fine,tl;
MoveL k29,v200,fine,tl;
MoveL ulkl,v2500,fme,tl; 
MoveAbsJ homel,v2500,fine,tl; 
ENDPROC 
ENDMODULE
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Program for Section -  1 Path Type -  3
%%%
VERSION: 1
LANGUAGE:ENGLISH
%%%
MODULE IR B 1400
PERS tooldata t l  “ [TRUE,[[0,0,300],[0.9239,0,0.3827,0]],[0.001,[0,0,0.001],[1,0,0,0],0,0,0]]; 
PERSwobjdatawjl:=[FALSE,TRUE,"",[[0,0,0],[1,0,0,0]],[[0,0,0],[1,0,0,0]]];
PERS jointtarget homel :=[[0,-15,0,0,45,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]; 
PERS robtarget kl:=[[525,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtargetul” [[525,-1110,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget k2:=[[500,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget u2“ [[500,-1110,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget k3:=[[475,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget u3:=[[475,- 1 1 1 0 ,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget kl08:=[[-179.485,-1075,677.888],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget ul08:=[[-179.485,-1110 ,6 7 7 .888],[0 .5 ,0 .5 ,0.5,-0.5],[-1 ,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]], 
PERS robtarget k 109:=[[-204.357,-1075,680.42],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget ul09:=[[-204.357,-1110,680.42],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget kll0:=[[-229.228,-1075,682.951],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget ull0:=[[-229.228,-1110,682.951],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget ulkl:=[[225,-800,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PROC MainO 
! 10 : IRB_1400 instructions
tl:=[TRUE,[[0,0,300],[0.9239,0,0.3827,0]],[0.001,[0,0,0.001],[1,0,0,0],0,0,0]];
MoveJ ulkl,v2500,fme,tl; 
MoveJ k26,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveL u26,vl0,fm e,tl; 142
MoveL k26,v200,fme,tl; 
MoveL k27,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveL u27,vl0,fine,tl; 
MoveL k27,v200,fine,tl; 
MoveL k28,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveL u28,vlO,fme,tl; 
MoveL k28,v200,fme,tl;
MoveL k23,v2500,fme,tl; 
MoveL u23, V10,fme,t 1 ;
MoveL k23,v200,fine,tl;
MoveL k24,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveL u24, V10, fme,t 1 ;
MoveL k24,v200,fme,tl;
MoveL k25,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveL u25,vl0,fm e,tl;
MoveL k25,v200,fine,tl;
MoveL ulkl,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveAbsJ homel,v2500,fine,tl; 
ENDPROC 
ENDMODULE
Program for Section -  1 Path Type - 4
%%%
VERSION: 1
LANGUAGE:ENGLISH
%%%
MODULE IR B 1400
PERS tooldata tl:=[TRUE,[[0,0,300],[0.9239,0,0.3827,0]],[0.001,[0,0,0 .0 0 1 ],[1 ,0,0,0],0,0 ,0]]; 
PERSwobjdatawjl:=[FALSE,TRUE,"",[[0,0,0],[1,0,0,0]],[[0,0,0],[1,0,0,0]]];
PERS jointtarget homel :=[[0,-15,0,0,45,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]; 
PERS robtarget kl:=[[525,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtargetul.=[[525,-1110,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget k2:=[[500,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget u2:=[[500,-1110,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget k3:=[[475,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget u3:=[[475,-1110,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget kl08:=[[-179.485,-1075,677.888],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget ul08:=[[-179.485,-1110,677.888],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget kl09:=[[-204.357,-1075,680.42],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget ul09:=[[-204.357,-l 110,680.42],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget k ll0:=[[-229.228,-1075,682.951],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget ull0:=[[-229.228,-1110,682.951],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget ulkl:=[[225,-800,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PROC Main()
! 10 : IRB_1400 instructions
tl:=[TRUE, [[0,0,300], [0.9239,0,0.3827,0]], [0.001, [0,0,0.001], [1,0,0,0], 0,0,0]];
MoveJ ulkl,v2500,fine,tl;
MoveJ kl,v2500,fm e,tl;
MoveL u 1 ,v l 0,fine,tl ;
MoveL kl,v200,fine,tl;
MoveL k2,v2500,fine,tl;
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MoveL u2,vl0,fm e,tl; 
MoveL k2,v200,fine,tl; 
MoveL k3,v2500,fme,tl; 
MoveL u3,vl0,fine,tl; 
MoveL k3,v200,fme,tl;
MoveL k54,v2500,fme,tl; 
MoveL u54,vl0,fine,tl;
MoveL k54,v200,fme,tl;
MoveL k55,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveL u55,vlO,fme,tl;
MoveL k55,v200,fine,tl;
MoveL k56,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveL u56,vl0,fm e,tl;
MoveL k56,v200,fine,tl;
MoveL ulkl,v2500,fm e,tl; 
MoveAbsJ homel,v2500,fm e,tl; 
ENDPROC 
ENDMODLfLE
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Program for Section -  1 Path Type - 5
%%%
VERSION: 1
LANGUAGE:ENGLISH
%%%
MODULE IR B 1 4 0 0
PERS tooldata tl:=[TRUE,[[0,0,300],[0.9239,0,0.3827,0]],[0.001,[0,0,0.001],[1,0,0,0],0,0,0]]; 
PERSwobjdatav^l:=[FALSE,TRUE,"",[[0,0,0],[1,0,0,0]],[[0,0,0],[1,0,0,0]]];
PERS jointtarget homel :=[[0,-15,0,0,45,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]; 
PERS robtarget kl:=[[525,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtargetul:=[[525,-1110,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget k2:=[[500,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget u2:=[[500,-l 110,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget k3:=[[475,-1075,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget u3:=[[475,-1110,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PERS robtarget kl08:=[[-179.485,-1075,677.888],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget ul08:=[[-179.485,-1110 ,6 7 7 .888],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget kl09:=[[-204.357,-1075,680.42],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget ul09:=[[-204.357,-1110,680.42],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget k ll0:=[[-229.228,-1075,682.951],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget ull0:=[[-229.228,-1110,682.951],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]]; 
PERS robtarget ulkl:=[[225,-800,1400],[0.5,0.5,0.5,-0.5],[-1,0,0,0],[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]];
PROC MainO 
! 10 : IRB_1400 instructions
tl:=[TRUE, [[0,0,300], [0.9239,0,0.3827,0]], [0.001, [0,0,0.001], [1,0,0,0], 0,0,0]];
MoveJ ulkl,v2500,fm e,tl;
MoveJ kl,v2500,fm e,tl;
MoveL u 1 ,v l 0,fine,t 1 ;
MoveL kl,v200,fm e,tl;
MoveL k2,v2500,fine,tl;
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MoveL u2,vlO,fine,ti; 
MoveL k2,v200,fme,tl; 
MoveL k3,v2500,fme,tl; 
MoveL u3,vlO,fme,tl; 
MoveL k3,v200,fine,tl;
MoveL k54,v2500,fme,tl; 
MoveL u54,vl0,fine,tl;
MoveL k54,v200,fine,tl;
MoveL k55,v2500,fme,tl; 
MoveL u55,vlO,fme,tl;
MoveL k55,v200,fine,tl;
MoveL k56,v2500,fine,tl; 
MoveL u56,vl0,fm e,tl;
MoveL k56,v200,fíne,tl;
MoveL ulkl,v2500,fm e,tl; 
MoveAbsJ homel,v2500,fm e,tl; 
ENDPROC 
ENDMODULE
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A p p en d ix  7
S ho t D rill D etails
DRILL/REAMER
for GRAPHITE EPOXY - CARBON FIBRE
CARBIDE GRADE:
I.S.O. K10
DESCRIPTION:
Solid Carbide 
construction with 4 
Straight Flutes right 
hand cutting. Precision 
ground with special 
taper for Burr free holes.
APPLICATION:
For drill/reaming in one 
operation of Graphite 
Epoxy and Carbon Fibre 
materials.
PERIPHERAL SPEED:
V = 75 -110 m. min
FEED:
S =  0.025-0.08mm/Rev
Intermediate sizes 
available on request.
NUANCE CARBURE:
I.S.O. K10
DESCRIPTION:
Outil en carbure 
monobloc avec 4 lèvres 
droites coupe à droite. 
Affûtage de précision 
avec cône spécial pour 
trou sans bavure.
APPLICATIONS:
Recommandé pour 
perçage et alésage en 
une seule opération 
dans graphite-epoxy et 
fibre de carbone.
VITESSE DE ROTATION
75-110 m/min.
AVANCE
0,025 - 0,08 mm/tour.
Côtes intermédiaires 
possibles sur demande.
HM-SORTE:
I.S.O. K10
AUSFÜHRUNG:
VFIM-Bohrreibahle mit 
vier geraden Schneiden, 
rechtsschneidend. 
Präzisionsschliff für 
sauberen Schnitt.
ANWENDUNG:
Zum Bohrreiben in 
einem Durchgang in 
Faserverbund­
Werkstoffe.
RICHTWERTE:
Umfangsgeschwindigkeit: 
V =  75-110 m/Min.
Vorschub: S =  0,025 - 0,08 
r m m . ' U .
Zwischenabmessungen 
und -Passungen auf 
Anfrage.
ODE 420 C O D E  425
C O D E d Li La
m m  m m
70 0238 
70 0300 
70 0327 
70 0350 
70 0400 
70 0415 
70 0450 
70 0481 
20 0483 
20 0500 
20 0505 
20 0550
. 0 9 4 "
3 . 0 m m
. 1 2 9 "
3 . 5 m m
4 . 0 m m
. 1 6 3 5 "
4 . 5 m m
. 1 8 9 5 "
. 1 9 0 "
5 . 0 m m
. 199 "
5 . 5 m m
7 5  4 5  
7 5  4 5  
7 5  4 5  
7 5  4 5  
7 5  4 5  
7 5  4 5  
7 5  4 5  
7 5  4 5  
7 5  4 5  
7 5  4 5  
7 5  4 5  
7 5  4 5
C O D E
4 2 0  0 5 5 4  
4 2 0  0 6 0 0  
4 2 0  0 6 5 0  
4 2 0  0 6 5 5  
4 2 0  0 6 6 0  
4 2 0  0 7 0 0  
4 2 0  0 7 5 0  
4 2 0  0 8 0 0  
4 2 0  0 8 5 0  
4 2 0  0 9 0 0  
4 2 0  0 9 5 0  
4 2 0  1 0 0 0
d L i l_2 C O D E d  L i
1_2 C O D E d L i L 2
m m m m m mm m m m _ _ ___ . __ -
. 2 1 8 7 5 4 5 4 2 5 0 2 3 8 . 0 9 4 "  1 5 0
4 5 4 2 5 0 5 5 4 . 2 1 8 " 1 5 0 45
6 . 0 — 7 5 4 5 ¿ 2 5 0 3 0 0 3 . 0 —  1 5 0
4 5 4 2 5 0 6 0 0 6 . 0 m m 1 5 0 45
6 . 5 — : 7 5 4 5 4 2 5 0 3 2 7 . 1 2 9 "  1 5 0
4 5 4 2 5 0 6 5 0 6 . 5 m m 1 5 0 45
. 2 5 8 " 7 5 4 5 4 2 5 0 3 5 0 3 . 5 ~ m  1 5 0 4 5
4 2 5 0 6 5 5 . 2 5 8 " 1 5 0 45
. 2 6 0 " 7 5 4 5 4 2 5 0 4 0 0
4 . 0 — m 1 5 0 4 5 4 2 5 0 6 6 0 . 2 6 0 " 1 5 0 45
7 . 0 m m 7 5 4 5 4 2 5 0 4 1 5 . 1 6 3 5 "  1 5 0 4 5
4 2 5 0 7 0 0 / . U m m 1 5 0 45
7 .  5  m m 7 5 4 4 4 2 5 0 4 5 0 4 . 5 m m  1 5 0 4 5
4 2 5 0 7 5 0 / , 5 m m 1 5 0 45
8 . 0 m m 7 5 4 5 4 2 5 0 4 8 1 . 1 8 9 5 "  1 5 0 4 5
4 2 5 0 8 0 0 8 . 0 m m 1 5 0 45
8 . 5 m m 7 5 4 5 4 2 5 0 4 8 3 . 1 9 0 "  1 5 0 4 5
4 2 5 0 8 5 0 ö .  5 m m 1 5 0 45
9 . 0 m m 7 5 4 5 4 2 5 0 5 0 0 5 . 0 m m  1 5 0 4 5
4 2 5 0 9 0 0 9 , 0 m m 1 5 0 45
9 . 5 m m 7 5 4 5 4 2 5 0 5 0 5 1 9 9 "  1 5 0 4 5
4 2 5 0 9 5 0 9 . 5 m m 1 5 0 45
1 0 . 0 m m 7 5 4 5 4 2 5 0 5 5 0 5 . 5 m m  1 5 0 4 5
4 2 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 m m 1 5 0 45
